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message from the co-chairs

Message from Federal Co-Chair Gayle C. Manchin
and 2021 States’ Co-Chair Governor Ralph Northam
We are pleased to present the Appalachian Regional Commission Performance and Accountability Report for fiscal
year 2021.
For FY 2021, the Commission approved $163.4 million in funding for 465 area development projects that advanced
one or more of the five goals of ARC’s 2016–2020 strategic plan:
1) investing in entrepreneurial and business development strategies that strengthen Appalachia’s economy;
2) increasing the education, knowledge, skills, and health of residents to work and succeed in Appalachia;
3) investing in critical infrastructure—especially broadband; transportation, including the Appalachian Development
Highway System; and water/wastewater systems;
4) strengthening Appalachia’s community and economic development potential by leveraging the natural and
cultural heritage assets of the Appalachian Region (the Region); and
5) building the capacity and skills of current and next-generation leaders and organizations to innovate, collaborate,
and advance community and economic development.
ARC’s FY 2021 grant funds attracted an additional $285.4 million in other project funding, an investment ratio of 2 to 1,
and $1.04 billion in non-project leveraged private investment, a ratio of 6 to 1. The projects funded during FY 2021 will
create or retain an estimated 20,624 jobs and train an estimated 25,102 students, workers, and leaders in new skills.
In working toward its strategic goals in FY 2021, the Commission continued to foster entrepreneurship activities with
a particular focus on emerging opportunities: diversify the Region’s economy; support advanced manufacturing
and workforce development initiatives to strengthen the Region’s competitiveness in the global economy, including
re-entry into the workforce of individuals with substance use disorders; and bolster infrastructure needed to spur
development in economically distressed counties, including broadband and basic infrastructure such as water and
wastewater systems.
As the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic evolved, ARC responded by adjusting internal operations, allowing more
flexibility for grantees to align their work with local needs and implementing new initiatives to offer direct support
to communities and organizations. As a member of the Interagency Working Group on Coal and Power Plant
Communities and Economic Revitalization, the Commission boosted its focus on helping communities that have
been adversely affected by the decline in the coal industry.
This report includes information on the Commission’s program actions and financial management during FY 2021.
We are pleased to report that ARC’s independent auditor, Allmond & Company LLC, has pronounced an unmodified
opinion that the financial statements in this document fairly present the Commission’s fiscal status.
ARC has provided a complete and accurate report of its performance and stewardship of the public funds entrusted
to it. This report is based on data that is reliable and comprehensive. Congress and the American people can also be
assured that the financial controls in place at the Commission meet the purposes of the Federal Managers’ Financial
Integrity Act of 1982.
The achievements reported here contribute significantly toward ARC’s mission of helping the Appalachian Region
attain socioeconomic parity with the nation.
Sincerely,

Gayle C. Manchin			
Ralph Northam
ARC Federal Co-Chair			
Governor of Virginia
					2021 States’ Co-Chair
January 19, 2022
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PART I: MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND
ANALYSIS
FISCAL YEAR 2021 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
In fiscal year (FY) 2021, all of the Appalachian Regional Commission’s activities advanced at least one of the five goals
of its 2016–2021 strategic plan: creating economic opportunities, developing a ready workforce, investing in critical
infrastructure, leveraging natural and cultural assets, and bolstering leadership and community capacity. The Appalachian
Regional Commission (ARC, the Commission) supported these goals through multiple grant programs; by providing
training, technical assistance, and leadership development; and through interagency efforts such as President Biden’s
Interagency Working Group on Coal and Power Plant Communities and Economic Revitalization and the Justice40 Pilot
Program. In FY 2021, ARC also developed and adopted a new strategic plan that will serve the Commission for Fiscal Years
2022–2026.
As the COVID-19 pandemic evolved, ARC continued to adapt its internal operations as well as its programming,
projects, and public outreach to help Appalachia’s communities respond to immediate challenges while continuing
to position them to have more vibrant economies in a post-pandemic environment. Throughout the pandemic, ARC
has supported grantees in their efforts to respond to the challenges of operating in a pandemic. It has worked to
convene stakeholders, provide technical assistance, and publish relevant research. This has included pivoting the focus
and format of preexisting programs such as the Appalachian Leadership Institute. Additionally, ARC strengthened
partnerships with other federal agencies to increase the Appalachian Region’s access to vital programs such as the
CDFI Fund’s Rapid Recovery funding through the US Department of the Treasury.

Interagency Working Group
In FY 2021, ARC had an increasingly prominent role in national conversations about economic development, particularly
related to coal and coal-fired power plant communities. ARC joined President Biden’s Interagency Working Group on
Coal and Power Plant Communities and Economic Revitalization, a collaborative effort of multiple federal agencies to
promote and support economic revitalization in communities impacted by coal-specific job losses. ARC’s Federal CoChair serves as Chair of the Community Engagement Subcommittee.
An initial report published by the working group in April identifies a set of communities hard-hit by coal mine and coal
power plant closures, which should be prioritized for focused federal investment. Of the 25 identified Coal and Power
Plant Communities, eight are located in Appalachia; these eight are inclusive of 84 counties. The report also highlights
preexisting federal programs, including ARC’s POWER Initiative, that have available funding that could be used to
provide immediate investments in Energy Communities.
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Strategic Plan
In spring 2021, ARC launched a process to develop a new strategic plan to guide ARC activities and investments
in Appalachia from FY 2022 through FY 2026. This effort included a series of stakeholder engagement activities to
gather input for the new plan. Activities included a survey with over 1,200 respondents; six public input sessions, which
included facilitated discussion through small breakout sessions; and 16 focus groups. The focus groups targeted both
specific ARC stakeholders as well as groups of subject matter experts in key areas including business development,
education, health, infrastructure, tourism, leadership development, and many others.
The input gathered through the stakeholder engagement process produced clear takeaways that provided insight
into the current landscape of the Appalachian Region (the Region) as it continues to respond to and recover from
the economic, health, and social impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic; economic growth and decline in key industries;
and the impacts of migration both into and out of many communities. The new strategic plan maintains ARC’s
commitment to supporting Appalachia’s businesses, workforce ecosystem, infrastructure, regional culture and tourism,
and community leaders, while strengthening our focus on reducing barriers to employment and strengthening
community capacity.

Equity
ARC continues its mission to bring Appalachia into socioeconomic parity with the nation by responding to Executive
Order 13985 “Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities through the Federal Government,”
and Executive Order 14008, “Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad.” ARC began participating in the Biden
Administration’s Justice40 Pilot Program, which directs agencies to address barriers that have prevented underserved
communities from participating fully in aspects of economic, social, and civic life. ARC’s collaborative nature and
grassroots delivery system can help to provide small, rural communities with the strategic technical assistance
necessary to achieve economic transformation. With this in mind, ARC launched the Appalachian Community
Capacity-Building Pilot Program to provide special training for distressed and underserved communities to provide
special training for distressed and underserved communities to build their knowledge, skills and ability to grow their
local economy.

POWER Initiative
ARC continues to receive funding through the Partnerships for Opportunities and Workforce and Economic Revitalization
(POWER) Initiative, which helps diversify economies in communities and regions that have been affected by job losses
in coal mining, coal power plant operations, and coal-related supply chain and logistics industries due to the changing
economics of America’s energy production. In FY 2021, ARC awarded a record $53.5 million in 70 investments to help coalimpacted communities in Appalachia diversify and grow their economies. These investments will create or retain 9,501
jobs, leverage an additional $519.7 million in private investment, and prepare 7,273 workers and students with globally
competitive skills and opportunities in the Region’s manufacturing, technology, entrepreneurship, agriculture, and other
emerging sectors.
The awards funded a wide range of activities in the Region, targeted at building a competitive workforce, enhancing
access to and use of broadband services, fostering entrepreneurial activities, developing industry clusters in
communities, and strengthening response to substance use disorder. Many POWER grantees have developed
innovative approaches for these investments as COVID-19 has continued to have a significant impact on their
communities.
4
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An ongoing evaluation of the POWER Initiative, conducted by third-party research firm Chamberlin Dunn, found that
while the impacts of closed POWER grants are still maturing, many collective output and outcome goals have already
been exceeded.

INSPIRE Initiative
Born out of recommendations from the Substance Use Advisory Council formed by ARC in 2019, INSPIRE (INvestments
Supporting Partnerships in Recovery Ecosystems) is a grant initiative addressing the substance use crisis by creating
or expanding a recovery ecosystem that will lead to workforce entry or re-entry. As the nation’s substance use crisis
continues to disproportionately impact Appalachia’s workforce, ARC is supporting efforts throughout the Region to save
lives and strengthen communities. In FY 2021, ARC awarded $10.2 million in 32 investments to fund support services
along with workforce training and employment opportunities to help people with substance use disorder achieve longterm recovery and enter the workforce. These projects aim to be part of a recovery ecosystem—a series of connected
interventions that leads to employment for participants and ultimately serves to strengthen communities throughout
the Region.

Workforce Ecosystem
A ready and productive workforce is the backbone of economic development. ARC investments supported
educational opportunities and institutions, especially by connecting skill training with local and regional business
needs. Investments also supported workers overcoming challenges like substance use disorder. The goal is to create a
seamless system enabling Appalachians to succeed in existing industries, empower displaced workers to transition into
new opportunities, and equip all workers with the skills needed for jobs in emerging, high-growth sectors. Together,
ARC’s workforce ecosystem investments in FY 2021 totaled $38.4 million in 119 projects.

Infrastructure Investment
In order to compete in the global economy, Appalachia must continue to develop and improve the infrastructure
necessary for economic development. In FY 2021, ARC continued to fund more, and larger, infrastructure grants. ARC
invested $91.2 million in 177 projects aimed at bolstering the Region’s physical infrastructure. These investments—
creating and expanding local water and sewer systems; providing access to broadband; building and maintaining
access roads; and construction or rehabilitation of combined infrastructure—act as fundamental building blocks for
further economic development in Appalachian communities. ARC’s FY 2021 infrastructure grant investments were
matched by $202.6 million in other public investments, leveraged $502.6 million in non-project private investment, and
served 62,722 households and 7,103 businesses. Telecommunications infrastructure is particularly critical to reducing
Appalachia’s isolation and connecting its businesses and communities with information and markets around the world.
With the continued trials of COVID-19, which necessitated numerous work-at-home and virtual learning programs,
broadband has become even more critical. Students require adequate access to be able to participate in online learning
sessions while workers need to access their company’s technology platforms.

Community Capacity Building
ARC supports the development of community leaders and community capacity to successfully plan, propose, and
implement projects and initiatives. In addition to funding grants that support community capacity, ARC conducts
outreach and technical assistance, and offers several programs that build leadership skills across age groups and
throughout the Region.
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Academies and Institutes
ARC hosts several academies and institutes for students and adults in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) education; entrepreneurship development; applied research; and community leadership.
Through these experiential learning opportunities, participants build networks, hone skills, and cultivate an enduring
commitment to Appalachia’s future. While all of these programs are designed to bring Appalachians together, due to
the risks involved with on-site programming during the COVID-19 pandemic, ARC continued to host these programs
virtually during 2021.
Programming includes the ARC Oak Ridge Summer STEM Program, a two-week, hands-on learning program delivered
through Oak Ridge Associated Universities. In FY 2021, 39 middle school students, 45 high school students, and two high
school teachers participated in the program. In FY 2021, 12 students completed the inaugural year of the Appalachian
Entrepreneurship Academy, an experiential learning program to build high school students’ entrepreneurship skills.
ARC also supports the Appalachian Teaching Project, an applied research program where participating colleges and
universities offer a directed seminar that guides students in developing and executing field-based research projects
specific to the needs of their surrounding communities and in alignment with one or more of the ARC strategic goals.
In FY 2021, 14 colleges and universities in 11 Appalachian states participated in the program. Finally, the Appalachian
Leadership Institute aims to equip a diverse network of leaders with the skills, expertise, and vision to address
Appalachia’s most pressing issues. Fellows participate in seven sessions focusing on economic development and other
challenges facing rural and Appalachian communities. In FY 2021, 40 fellows from the inaugural class and 38 fellows
from the second class graduated from the Appalachian Leadership Institute.

Appalachia Nonprofit Resource Center
Designed initially to help nonprofits in the Region survive the challenges of the pandemic, ARC created the Appalachia
Nonprofit Resource Center, a suite of technical assistance resources to strengthen the organizational capacity of the
Region’s nonprofits. In FY 2021, ARC finished its initial round of virtual small group class offerings and ended the first
year with 99 organizations having gone through the program. Based on the response to the first round of offerings, ARC
offered a second year beginning in fall 2021. ARC also continued to offer webinars and networking sessions for alumni,
and to provide the public with curated resources. Topics included fundraising, financial management, programs and
operations, and board development.

Diversifying Local Economies
ARC recognizes that the Region’s economic future will require building and strengthening a variety of economic
sectors. As the Region diversifies its economy, ARC continues to invest in entrepreneurial ecosystems that support
locally owned businesses and help existing businesses grow and prosper. To succeed, these ventures need access
to capital and vital technical assistance. ARC’s investments afford opportunities for communities and nonprofit
organizations to pivot away from old ways of delivering services to innovative programming that adapts to a new
economy. In FY21, ARC funding supported a wide variety of economic sectors and industries in an effort to strengthen
local businesses and growth while taking advantage of opportunities in emerging industries. Emerging idustries
include the following:
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Outdoor recreation
Appalachia’s forests, parks, water bodies, and mountains anchor the Region’s outdoor recreation industry and attract
thousands of visitors to hike, bike, climb, paddle and explore. Connecting rural communities with trails and guiding
visitors into small towns boosts local tourism, increases tax revenues, and supports the hospitality industry and related
businesses. ARC also invests in and supports the Region’s entrepreneurs, artisans, and small-scale manufacturers
to meet the demands for products, services, and experiences of the growing outdoor recreation industry. Investing
in this industry supports growth for manufacturers of gear and equipment and providers of tours, experiences, and
lodging, while also building amenities that make the Region more attractive to outside investors and catalyzing greater
economic activity.

Food and agriculture
The development of local and regional food systems is increasingly recognized as a key lever for economic
development. Rural-urban economic partnerships are strengthened through the development of these systems, and
the use of locally grown products instead of imported items leads to job growth and increased economic activity for
communities. A robust local or regional food system also enhances access to fresh, healthy food, leading to better
health, improved quality of life, and larger profit margins for local farmers. Given its proximity to large urban markets
and boasting more farmers per capita than the United States overall, the Appalachian Region is well positioned to use
local and regional food systems as an economic development tool.

Aviation/aerospace
Appalachia has a burgeoning aerospace and aviation industry. ARC supports workforce development and training
programs throughout the Region that are helping to meet the demand for avionics specialists, FAA-certified
aviation maintenance technicians, and other skilled workers. To spur further economic development, ARC invests in
infrastructure projects which help expand existing airports and training spaces to support the workforce and economic
needs of communities across the Region, including support for partnerships between local colleges and regional
airports.

Advanced manufacturing
There is a growing demand in Appalachia for workers who are trained in advanced manufacturing techniques across a
number of industries, from automotive to petrochemical. In fact, a recent report1 from the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) found that, by 2025, petrochemical manufacturing already in development in Appalachia is projected to attract
between $16 billion and $20 billion in capital investment, and directly or indirectly create more than 9,800 jobs. As such,
in March 2021, ARC and DOE announced five grant awards for the Advanced Welding Workforce Initiative (AWWI), a
partnership to invest $1 million in education and training for advanced technical workers in Appalachia.

Healthcare
As part of its focus on job creation and entrepreneurship, ARC is supporting the creation, growth, and access to
capital for businesses in the healthcare sector. Doing so expands access to care and diversifies the local economy.
ARC programs have also supported education and training programs to meet the growing demand for healthcare
professionals in Appalachia, including infrastructure projects that provide access to healthcare services to communities
in the Region. In addition, the J1 Visa Program helps place physicians in Appalachian communities experiencing
shortages of healthcare workers.
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Energy
Communities across Appalachia continue to develop sustainable clean energy solutions at a local and regional scale.
Encouraging investments in energy resources in Appalachia can increase job opportunities, strengthen energy
independence, boost business viability, and bolster long-term climate resilience. Solutions include energy efficiency
improvements, strengthening the utility grid, increasing solar and wind energy production, and boosting the green
economy.

Appalachian Regional Commission Projects Approved in Fiscal Year 2021
(in thousands of dollars)

Number
of Grants

ARC
Funds

Other
Federal
Funds

State
and Local
Funds

Total
Funds

Asset-Based Development

32

$15,945.4

$704.2

$15,411.9

$32,061.6

Business Development

55

32,296.9

2,320.8

48,729.4

83,347.1

Civic Entrepreneurship

7

1,022.6

0.0

2,578.6

3,601.2

Community Development

145

62,265.9

28,859.1

134,542.3

225,667.4

Education and Workforce Development

112

36,751.6

3,050.9

33,277.8

73,080.3

Health

9

2,783.9

5,900.0

2,468.7

11,152.5

Research and Evaluation

11

1,224.8

0.0

162.9

1,387.7

94

11,075.8

60.1

7,351.4

18,487.3

465

$163,366.9

$40,895.2

$244,523.0

$448,785.1

State and Local Development
District Planning and Administration
Totals

Notes: Totals may not add because of rounding. Table includes access road projects funded through the Highway Trust Fund.
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APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION STRUCTURE AND
PROGRAMS
Congress established ARC to address the profound economic and social problems in the Appalachian Region that
made it a “region apart” from the rest of the nation. The Commission was charged to:
• Provide a forum for consideration of problems of the Region and proposed solutions, establish special advisory
councils, and hold public conferences;
• Provide grants that leverage federal, state, and private resources to build infrastructure for economic and human
resource development;
• Generate a diversified regional economy, develop the Region’s industry, and build entrepreneurial communities;
• Serve as a focal point and coordinating unit for Appalachian programs;
• Make the Region’s industrial and commercial resources more competitive in national and world markets;
• Improve the skills of the Region’s workforce;
• Adapt new technologies for the use of the Region’s businesses, including eco-industrial development technologies;
• Improve the access of the Region’s businesses to the technical and financial resources necessary to the development
of business; and
• Coordinate the economic development activities of, and the use of economic development resources by, federal
agencies in the Region.
The challenges confronting Appalachia today are complex. In some areas of the Region, basic needs persist in
infrastructure, the environment, workforce training, and health care. But because the nation and the Region now
compete in the global economy, the threshold for success is higher than it once was. The Region now needs hightechnology jobs rather than manual labor, college education rather than basic literacy, and telecommunications
arteries in addition to highways.
Federal agencies are typically national in focus and narrow in scope, but ARC was created to be regional in focus and
broad in scope. No other government agency is charged with the unique role of addressing Appalachian problems and
opportunities. No other agency is charged with being simultaneously an advocate for the Region, a knowledge builder,
an investor, a catalyst for economic development, and a partner at the federal, state, and local levels. These roles are
essential to making federal investments work to alleviate severe regional disparities in the country.
The Commission by law directs at least half of its grant funds to projects that benefit economically distressed counties
and areas in the Region. In part, ARC gauges its long-term progress toward helping the Region achieve economic parity
with the nation in terms of the gradual reduction in the number of such counties and areas over time. The maps on
page 14 show the Region’s high-poverty counties in 1960 and current high-poverty counties. The change is dramatic.
(Also see page 50 for a chart showing the number of Appalachian counties by economic quartile in FY 2021.)
ARC is a federal-state partnership, with a governing board composed of a federal co-chair and the governors of the 13
Appalachian states. Because of its partnership approach, ARC is able to identify and help fund innovative grassroots
initiatives that might otherwise languish. In many cases, the Commission functions as a pre-development agency,
providing modest initial funding that is unavailable from other sources. ARC funds attract capital from the private sector
and from other public entities.
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APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION ORGANIZATION
THE COMMISSION
FEDERAL CO-CHAIR

GOVERNORS/ALTERNATES

COMMISSION STAFF
INSPECTOR GENERAL

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

COMMUNICATIONS

BUSINESS & WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT

FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

GENERAL COUNSEL

RESEARCH & EVALUATION

HUMAN RESOURCES

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Through the years, ARC support has helped address the problem of historically low public and private investment in
Appalachia. ARC has effectively used its funds to help communities qualify for, and make better use of, limited resources
from other federal agencies. These federal funds, combined with state, local, and private money, provide a broad
program of assistance to the Region. In addition, substantial private investment in business facilities and operations has
accompanied ARC development projects.
Three independent studies have found that ARC’s coordinated investment strategy has paid off for the Region in ways
that have not been evident in parts of the country without a regional development approach. A 1995 study funded
by the National Science Foundation compared changes in Appalachian counties with their socioeconomic “twin”
counties outside the Region over 26 years, from 1965 to 1991. This analysis, controlled for factors such as urbanization and
industrial diversification, found that the economies of the Appalachian counties grew significantly faster than those of
their non-Appalachian counterparts. A later report by Economic Development Research Group extended this analysis to
2000 and confirmed the earlier findings on the impact of ARC’s investments. The study found that, on average, the gap
between Appalachian counties and their non-Appalachian twin counties grew significantly in the 1990s. In 2005, ARC
commissioned a report that analyzed 50 years of socioeconomic trends in Appalachia and summarized the economic
impacts accruing to the Region through ARC’s non-highway investments. The report also includes results from a
rigorous quasi-experimental research method indicating that counties that received ARC investments increased per
capita income and added employment at a faster rate than similar counties that did not receive ARC investments.
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Organization: The ARC Partnership Model
The Appalachian Regional Commission has 14 members: the governors of the 13 Appalachian states and a federal cochair, who is appointed by the president and confirmed by the Senate. Each year one governor is elected by his or her
peers to serve as the states’ co-chair. The partnership nature of ARC is evident in its policy-making. The governors and
the federal co-chair share responsibility for determining all policies and for the control of funds. On all Commission
decisions, the federal co-chair has one vote, and the 13 governors share one vote. Accordingly, all program strategies,
allocations, and other policy must be approved by both a majority of the governors and the federal co-chair. All projects
are approved by a governor and by the federal co-chair. This consensus model ensures close collaboration between the
federal and state partners in carrying out the mission of the agency. It also gives the Commission a nonfederal character
that distinguishes it from typical federal executive agencies and departments.
State alternates appointed by the governors oversee state ARC business and serve as state-level points of contact for
those seeking ARC assistance. An alternate federal co-chair appointed by the president has authority to act as the
federal co-chair in his or her absence. By law, there is an inspector general for the Commission. The inspector general is
under the general supervision of the Commission and has a dual and independent reporting relationship to both the
Commission and Congress.
In FY 2021, there were 11 federal positions at the Commission.
The Commission members appoint an executive director to serve as the chief executive, administrative, and fiscal
officer. The executive director and staff are not federal employees. The Commission has 58 nonfederal positions.
Commission staff are charged with serving both the federal and the state members impartially in carrying out ARC
programs and activities, and they provide the legal support, technical program management, planning and research,
and financial/administrative management necessary for ARC’s programs.

Public and Private Partnerships
ARC promotes economic and community development through a framework of joint federal and state initiatives. ARC’s
limited resources are necessary, but obviously not sufficient, for Appalachia to reach parity with the rest of the nation.
Therefore, ARC uses a combination of its grassroots delivery system and Region-wide partnerships to extend the reach of
other federal programs. ARC is often a pre-development resource, especially in economically distressed areas, providing
modest amounts of initial funding that are unavailable from other sources because the community cannot qualify for
the support or raise adequate matching funds. The Commission can also allow other federal agencies to use ARC funds
under their statutory authorities when their own funds are insufficient for projects; in effect, ARC can provide sufficient
match for federal grants on behalf of the poorest Appalachian communities. ARC works to attract a variety of partners
and to secure additional resources for Appalachia. Recent partnerships include the following:

• F ederal and State Basic Agencies. In the past, ARC construction grants were mainly administered under agreements
with federal agencies, such as the U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural Development, the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, the Federal Highway Administration, and the U.S. Economic Development
Administration. Other agreements have involved such agencies as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Forest Service, and the U.S. Departments of Energy, Labor, and Health
and Human Services.
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Since 2010, ARC has also developed agreements with 16 agencies across all 13 states to administer constructionrelated projects. These partners include the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs, the
Kentucky Department of Local Government, the New York State Department of Economic Development, the Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency, the Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development, and
the West Virginia Development Office. These Registered State Basic Agencies (RSBAs) now administer more than
80% of ARC’s construction-related projects. This percentage is expected to continue to rise in the foreseeable future.

•

Shaping Our Appalachian Region (SOAR). SOAR is a Kentucky state initiative established to help eastern Kentucky
create local development strategies to address persistent challenges and to realize new opportunities. With support
from ARC, SOAR will continue its mission to expand job creation; enhance regional opportunity, innovation, and
identity; improve quality of life; and support all those working to achieve these goals in Appalachian Kentucky.

•

Appalachian Community Capital (ACC). To address the gap in available business funding, particularly in
economically distressed communities, ARC made the lead investment of $3.45 million in equity and operating
support for the fund. Its regional lending partners raised an additional $12 million in debt and equity from Bank of
America, Deutsche Bank, Calvert Foundation, and the Ford Foundation. Additional supporters include the Mary
Reynolds Babcock Foundation, the Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation, the Annie Casey Foundation,
and BB&T Bank. Since its inception in 2015 through June 2021, ACC has deployed over $18.3 million in financing to
member community development financial institutions, which have financed 94 small business loans that have
created or retained more than 2,000 jobs in rural Appalachia. Forty-five percent of loans were disbursed to minorityand/or women-owned businesses. Of jobs created or retained, more than 40% are filled by persons from low-income
households.

•

Diabetes Partnership. Through a long-term partnership with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and West Virginia’s Marshall University, ARC continues to support grassroots coalitions working to address
disproportionately high rates of type 2 diabetes in the Region. Recent activities have focused on deploying
the National Diabetes Prevention Program in rural distressed counties as well as adding new coalitions to the
Appalachian Diabetes Control and Translation Project.

•

Creating a Culture of Health in Appalachia: Disparities and Bright Spots. This partnership with the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation was formed to conduct a multi-year, $1 million research project to study factors that support
a culture of health in Appalachian communities and to determine whether that knowledge can be translated into
actions that address health disparities between Appalachia and the nation as a whole. The research was undertaken
in past fiscal years but continued to be supported and utilized in FY 2021, through the ongoing maintenance and
periodic updates to healthinappalachia.org, a website that allows users to interact with data from the report,
create customizable maps and reports based on geographies of interest, and explore the report’s three distinct yet
interrelated sections: disparities, bright spots, and issue briefs.

• R esearching Opioid Use and Related Health Challenges in Appalachia. This partnership with the National Institutes
of Health, the CDC, and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration is composed of two research
efforts focused on interventions and strategies addressing opioid drug use, hepatitis C, and HIV in Appalachia. The
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research will help deepen knowledge about Appalachia’s current and future public health challenges, especially in the
Region’s coal-impacted communities. ARC has committed $4 million to these multi-agency research initiatives.

• D
 epartment of Labor: Workforce Opportunities for Rural Communities (WORC). WORC is a partnership with the
Delta Regional Authority and the Employment and Training Administration in the Department of Labor, which
awarded $89.9 million in demonstration grant funds to expand the impact of workforce development initiatives
in the Appalachian and Delta Regions. The WORC Initiative enables impacted communities to develop local and
regional workforce development solutions aligned with existing economic development strategies and community
partnerships to promote new, sustainable job opportunities and long-term economic vitality. In FY 2021, a primary
focus of this grant initiative was to fund projects assisting eligible communities, including those that currently or
historically have had a high concentration of employment in energy extraction and related industries. These grant
projects will provide valuable career, training, and support services to dislocated workers, new entrants to the
workforce, and incumbent workers in counties, parishes, or areas currently under-served by other resources.

• W
 est Virginia POWER Support Project. The West Virginia Hub, the Benedum Foundation, and ARC have partnered
in an initiative to support the teams behind the WV POWER projects. The initiative aims to help grantees to carry
out their projects successfully, to align their work with other projects occurring in the same counties, and to find
technical assistance to address challenges and needs emerging in project implementation. This collaborative
initiative brings together current and past POWER grantees to network, solve problems, build new collaborations,
and deepen relationships with project funders and technical assistance providers.

• R egional Educational Laboratory for Appalachia (REL-AP). ARC serves on the governing board of the U.S.
Department of Education-funded REL-AP. The board provides guidance that supports the lab’s success in carrying
out rigorous research, technical support, and dissemination efforts that focus on high-leverage problems in their
four-state region of Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. ARC helps REL-AP amplify its reach by helping
connect REL staff with other service providers working on similar issues, and by sharing information from highquality research, technical support, and dissemination efforts. These efforts help inform and build educator and
policymaker capacity to improve outcomes for all students in the Region and help both organizations achieve their
mutual goals.

•

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) Regional Workforce Initiative. This regional workforce initiative
helps businesses to incorporate the latest technologies. NETL is a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) research and
development agency with two facilities in the Appalachian Region: Morgantown, West Virginia, and Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. This initiative aids businesses and governments in the Appalachian Region in learning about and
applying the latest scientific research in areas such as energy production, advanced manufacturing, extraction of
rare earth metals, and natural gas storage. In FY 2021, ARC and NETL collaborated to form the Advanced Welding
Workforce Initiative (AWWI), a partnership to invest approximately $1 million in education and training for advanced
technical workers in Appalachia. AWWI’s funding is jointly provided by ARC and DOE’s Office of Fossil Energy
High Performance Materials program to prepare a new generation of welders to manufacture and service hightemperature alloy components in advanced coal- and natural gas-fueled electric generating stations.
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HIGH-POVERTY COUNTIES IN THE APPALACHIAN REGION
(Counties with poverty rates at least 1.5 times the U.S. average)

Commission Activities: Getting the Job Done
Congress gave the Commission broad program discretion to address problems and opportunities in the Region.
Accordingly, ARC has emphasized a wide-ranging set of priorities in its grant activities. Projects in recent years have
focused on business development, educational attainment, access to health care, telecommunications and technology
infrastructure and use, and tourism development. ARC has consistently maintained a focus on the construction of
development highways and basic water and waste management facilities.

ARC Strategic Plan
Due to delays in developing a new strategic plan caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, FY 2021 was ARC’s sixth year
of operating under its 2016–2020 strategic plan, Investing in Appalachia’s Future. The plan outlines ARC’s mission
to innovate, partner, and invest to build community capacity and strengthen economic growth in Appalachia, and
identifies five strategic goals to help Appalachia reach socioeconomic parity with the rest of the nation:
1.

Invest in entrepreneurial and business development strategies that strengthen Appalachia’s economy.

2.

Increase the education, knowledge, skills, and health of residents to work and succeed in Appalachia.

3.

Invest in critical infrastructure—especially broadband; transportation, including the Appalachian Development
Highway System; and water/wastewater systems.

4.

Strengthen Appalachia’s community and economic development potential by leveraging the Region’s natural and
cultural heritage assets.

5.

Build the capacity and skills of current and next-generation leaders and organizations to innovate, collaborate, and
advance community and economic development.
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As reported in Part II of this report, the Commission demonstrated progress in FY 2021 toward achieving the
performance goals set out in the strategic plan.

Area Development Program
Area development funds are largely allocated to the Appalachian states by formula to provide flexible assistance
for individual community projects. In FY 2021, ARC received an appropriation of $180.0 million for area development
activities and allocated by formula $107.7 million, 59.8% of the appropriation, to the states. Within the framework of the
strategic plan, the states have wide discretion in the use of these funds. Priorities for area development funding are set
forth in the Commission’s strategic plan, and state and community leaders work together to package funding from
public and private organizations to implement those priorities. All ARC non-highway grants are approved by a governor
and by the federal co-chair.
ARC’s FY 2021 appropriation included $55 million for the Partnerships for Opportunity and Workforce and Economic
Revitalization (POWER) Initiative, $16 million for a program to support the automotive and aviation sectors in Southern
and South Central Appalachia, $10 million to continue a program of high-speed broadband deployment in economically
distressed counties in central Appalachia, $5 million for a program addressing North Central/North Appalachian
Broadband, $16 million for a program of basic infrastructure improvements in distressed counties in Appalachia, and $10
million for a program addressing the substance use crisis in Appalachia.

Special Focus on Distressed Counties and Areas
The Commission targets special resources to the most economically distressed counties and areas in the Region,
using a very conservative measure of economic distress based on three economic indicators: three-year average
unemployment rates, per-capita market income, and poverty rates. ARC uses an index-based classification system to
compare each county in the nation with national averages on the three economic indicators. Based on that comparison,
each Appalachian county is classified within one of five economic status designations: distressed, at-risk, transitional,
competitive, or attainment.

•
•
•
•
•

D
 istressed counties are those that rank in the worst 10% of the nation’s counties.
A
 t-risk counties rank between the worst 10% and the worst 25% of the nation’s counties.
T
 ransitional counties rank between the worst 25% and the best 25% of the nation’s counties.
C
 ompetitive counties rank between the best 10% and the best 25% of the nation’s counties.
A
 ttainment counties are those that rank in the best 10% of the nation’s counties.

In FY 2021, 78 counties were designated distressed, 104 were designated at-risk, 223 were designated transitional, 13
were designated competitive, and two were designated attainment. ARC policy stipulates that competitive counties
may receive limited assistance, while attainment counties are generally not eligible for funding. See page 17 for a map
of Appalachian counties classified by economic status.
Besides allocating funding to benefit distressed counties and areas, ARC has established other policies to reduce
economic distress. ARC normally limits its maximum project funding contribution to 50% of costs, but it can increase its
funding share to as much as 80% in distressed counties.
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Business Development Revolving Loan Fund Grants
Business development revolving loan funds (RLFs), pools of money used by grantees for the purpose of making loans
to local businesses to create and retain jobs, have been used by ARC since 1977 as an effective tool for economic
development. Limited access to credit is one of the major problems in local business development in Appalachia and
is a significant contributing factor to local economic distress. Since the first RLF grants were awarded, ARC-supported
RLFs have disbursed $232.1 million in 2,873 loans, resulting in 96,389 jobs created or retained and leveraging $1.64 billion
in private investment for the Appalachian Region.

Highway Program: The Appalachian Development Highway System
Congress created the Appalachian Development Highway System (ADHS) expressly to provide growth opportunities
for the residents of Appalachia—the same benefits afforded the rest of the nation through the construction of the
interstate highway system, which largely bypassed Appalachia because of the high cost of building roads through the
Region’s mountainous terrain. The ADHS, a 3,090-mile system of modern highway corridors that replaces a network
of worn, winding two-lane roads, was designed to generate economic development in previously isolated areas,
supplement the interstate system, and provide access to areas within the Region as well as to markets in the rest of the
nation and overseas.
In FY 2021, funding for the ADHS was included in the overall federal-aid highway funds apportioned to the states.
These funds are apportioned to the states annually, with each state using the funding at its own discretion. The federal
share of funding for ADHS corridors and access roads can normally range from 80% to 100%, as determined by the
state highway agencies. Although funds used for the ADHS are derived from the highway trust fund, ARC exercises
policy and corridor alignment control over the system. In FY 2021, the Transportation Appropriation bill also included
specifically dedicated ADHS funding of $100 million from the General Fund, the second year of dedicated funding in a
number of years.
At the end of FY 2021, a total of 2,660.5 miles, or 86.1%, of the 3,090 miles authorized for the ADHS were complete; 153.8
miles were under construction or partially complete and open to traffic; 58.2 miles were in the final design or right-ofway acquisition phase; and 217.6 miles were in the location study phase.

Local Development Districts
Local Development Districts (LDDs) are multi-county planning organizations facilitating community-based, regionally
driven, economic development. Guided by local leaders, elected officials, business representatives and other
community stakeholders, ARC relies on LDDs to lead and leverage local partnerships. Every county in the Appalachian
Region is served by one of 74 LDDs. While LDDs have a wide array of responsibilities as determined by their individual
boards of directors, they typically are involved in four key areas that support the development of the Region: providing
area-wide planning and program development, and coordination of federal and state funding sources; assisting
local governments in providing services, especially in poorer, more isolated communities; promoting public-private
partnerships and assisting in business development; and helping communities assess, plan, and conduct a wide range
of activities such as job training, business development, telecommunications planning and implementation, and
municipal government support. The Commission has also supported the training and technical assistance activities of
the Development District Association of Appalachia, an organization of the Region’s LDDs.
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COUNTY ECONOMIC STATUS IN APPALACHIA, FISCAL YEAR 2021
(Effective October 1, 2020 through September 30, 2021)

Research and Technical Assistance Activities
ARC funds research and evaluation studies that produce information on socioeconomic and demographic conditions
in the Region, including baseline data and trend analysis, economic impact analysis, program evaluation, and
regional economic and transportation modeling. ARC-funded research focuses on strategic analyses of key economic,
demographic, and quality-of life factors that affect Appalachia’s current and future development prospects. The aim
of this research is to help policy makers, administrators, and staff target resources efficiently, and to provide highquality research for the general public and researchers. ARC also funds program evaluations by outside researchers or
consultants to assess whether Commission-funded projects have made a measurable difference in social or economic
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outcomes. The purpose of these evaluations is to determine the extent to which the projects have contributed to the
attainment of economic development objectives identified in ARC’s strategic plan. In addition, evaluations are used to
verify project results and to assess the validity of specific performance measurements for monitoring and evaluating
specific types of projects.
Reports and data products are posted on ARC’s website at www.arc.gov/research-and-data.
Research completed or in progress in FY 2021 included the following:

•
•
•
•

D
 evelopment of ARC’s new five-year strategic plan
A
 research project examining local foods and agricultural activity throughout the Region
A
 n update to the 2017 “Diseases of Despair” report looking at deaths due to overdose, suicide, and liver disease
F
 urther research on coal industry ecosystems that includes a shift-share refinement of the ecosystem; an analysis of
the power industry ecosystem; an assessment of local funding support for elementary and secondary education; an
industrial cluster analysis; an examination of self-employment’s impact on employment growth in Appalachia; and
an analysis of available datasets for substance use treatment centers

• O
 ngoing analysis of coal production and employment trends in Appalachia
• A n update to a past study examining the coal industry ecosystem throughout the Region, which will serve as the
basis for measuring coal impact for all POWER applications

• A research report examining the tourism industry in Appalachia
• A data overview study examining state- and county-level data for the 13 Appalachian states on topics including
population, age, race, ethnicity, housing, education, labor force, employment, income, poverty, health insurance,
disability status, and migration

• O
 ngoing maintenance and periodic updates to healthinappalachia.org, an interactive website housing data and
reports from the “Creating a Culture of Health in Appalachia: Disparities and Bright Spots” initiative

• U
 pdates to overdosemappingtool.norc.org documenting overdose deaths in Appalachia, along with socioeconomic
and economic indicators

• A study examining traffic safety trends in Appalachia, including the impact of the ADHS and the effect of the
substance use epidemic on traffic safety in the Region

• A study to identify variables impacting transportation access in Appalachia and create a research framework to
quantify access in a future study

• A n inventory and assessment of public transportation access throughout Appalachia
• A report summarizing the FY 2021 findings from the ongoing evaluation of the impact of ARC’s POWER-funded
investments

• A report summarizing an evaluation of ARC’s grant performance measurement system
Impediments to Progress
The Region’s isolation and its difficulty in adapting to economic changes over past decades are major factors
contributing to the gap in living standards and economic achievement between the Region and the rest of the nation.
Mining and manufacturing, which have long dominated the Appalachian economy, have declined significantly since
the turn of the century. Many communities still rely on a single economic sector. Despite progress in some areas,
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Appalachia still does not enjoy the same economic vitality and living conditions as the rest of the nation; it continues
to face many challenges when it comes to poverty, educational attainment, employment, population health, and
broadband access.
Poverty

• A ccording to the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey, over the 2015–2019 period, 15.2% of Appalachian
residents lived below the poverty level, well above the U.S. average of 13.4%. The median income of Appalachian
households was $51,916, just 83% of the U.S. average of $62,843.
Educational Attainment

• D
 uring the same time period, the share of adults with a bachelor’s degree or more was seven percentage points
lower in Appalachia than in the nation as a whole; and in 294 Appalachian counties, fewer than one in five residents
age 25 and over were graduates of a four-year college or university.
Employment

• T he Appalachian Region lost over 600,000 jobs between 2007 and 2010, with losses taking place both during and
after the Great Recession. It took the Region until 2015 to achieve its pre-recession level of employment: There were
13.1 million jobs in Appalachia in 2007, 12.5 million in 2010, and 13.2 million in 2015. Meanwhile, the United States as
a whole was able to match its 2007 employment level of 179.5 million jobs by 2013, when total employment was
reported at 182.3 million.

• E mployment growth in the Appalachian Region lagged behind that of the United States overall between 2000 and
2019. While the country overall saw an increase of 23% in total employment, the Region experienced growth of just
11%. Central Appalachia fared the worst among the subregions, losing over 3% of its total employment over the time
period.

• B etween 2011 and 2019, coal mining employment in Central Appalachia decreased 57%—over 21,000 jobs were lost—
and is not expected to return to its historic high.

• B etween 2000 and 2019, manufacturing employment declined at a faster rate than the national trend in every
Appalachian subregion: In Northern, North Central, and South Central Appalachia, employment in the industry fell by
approximately 34% over the time period, compared to a decline of 24% at the national level.

• E mployment in the health and social services sector has grown more slowly in the Appalachian Region than in the
nation as a whole. While the United States overall experienced growth of 54% between 2000 and 2019, employment
in the industry grew by just 38% in Appalachia. Growth has been especially slow in Central Appalachia (26% over the
time period), a subregion with particularly poor performance in health measures.
Population Health

• O
 ver the 2015–2019 period, the opioid-related overdose mortality rate for people ages 15–64 was 51% higher in
Appalachia than in the United States overall.

• A report released in 2017 documenting population health in Appalachia included 7 of the 10 leading causes of death
in the United States: heart disease, cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), injury, stroke, diabetes,
and suicide—and the Appalachian Region had higher mortality rates than the nation for each.

• O
 besity, smoking, and physical inactivity—risk factors for a number of health outcomes—are all higher in Appalachia
than in the nation overall.
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• T he Region also has a lower number of healthcare professionals when compared to the United States as a whole,
including primary care physicians, mental health providers, specialty physicians, and dentists.
Broadband Access

• T he Region lags behind the rest of the nation in access to affordable broadband telecommunications service. This
leaves many Appalachians without access to modern telework and tele-education opportunities as well as telehealth
services. The lack of broadband service also makes it difficult for local communities to attract new businesses that
would help transition their local workforces to modern jobs in advanced manufacturing, health sciences, and other
industries.

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS
PERFORMANCE TARGETS AND INITIAL ESTIMATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021 PROJECTS
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE TARGETS

INITIAL ESTIMATES

EXPECTED
RESULTS

Outcome Targets
20,000 jobs created or retained

20,624 jobs created or retained

Exceed target by 3%

22,000 students, workers, and leaders with improvements

25,102 students, workers, and leaders
with improvements

Exceed target by 14%

22,000 businesses and households with access to improved
infrastructure

69,825 businesses and households with
access to improved infrastructure

Exceed target by 217%

2,500 businesses created or strengthened

3,709 businesses created or
strengthened

Exceed target by 48%

250 communities with enhanced capacity

493 communities with enhanced
capacity

Exceed target by 97%

6:1 ratio*
($6.39 per $1 ARC investment)

Exceed target by 7%

2:1 ratio*
($1.75 per $1 ARC investment)

Meet 87% of target

70% of funds**

Exceed target by 20
percentage points

Leverage Target
Achieve a 6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment to ARC
funds ($6 per $1 ARC investment)

Matching Target
Achieve a 2:1 ratio of matching funds to ARC funds
($2 per $1 ARC investment)

Distressed Counties/Areas Target
Direct 50% of ARC funds to benefit distressed counties or
areas

*Ratios are rounded to the nearest whole number.
**Project funds are included if the project primarily or substantially benefits distressed counties or areas.

Performance results are assessed in detail in Part II (page 25).
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Progress Toward ARC Strategic Plan Performance Goals, Fiscal Years 2016–2021
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Financial Management System
In FY 2021, the Appalachian Regional Commission renewed its contract with U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Pegasys Financial Services to perform the Commission’s accounting and financial reporting. ARC supplements these
financial services with ARCnet, a management information system that provides real-time funding, grant-status, and
performance-measurement information, as well as grant-related financial data, in an intranet environment available to
staff and key state officials. ARCnet applications are built using an industry- standard programming language.

Management’s Responsibility for Internal Control
ARC implemented a process for providing audited financial statements in FY 2002, following the guidance of the
Accountability of Tax Dollars Act of 2002. ARC, strictly speaking, is not a federal agency as defined in Titles 5 and 31 of the
U.S. Code; it is a 501(c)(3) organization with a quasi-federal character. While the Accountability of Tax Dollars Act applies
only to executive branch agencies, the Commission has elected to comply with Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) guidance because full disclosure of financial information is consistent with the governmental nature of ARC’s
mission and operations and its stewardship of public funds. ARC also follows OMB and U.S. Department of the Treasury
financial reporting requirements, as appropriate.
ARC maintains a plan of internal control development and testing, as required by the Federal Managers’ Financial
Integrity Act of 1982. The agency’s approach is to make management controls an integral part of the entire cycle of
planning, budgeting, management, accounting, and auditing. ARC strives to maintain an environment of accountability
in which all employees help ensure that government resources are used efficiently and effectively to achieve intended
program results with minimal potential for waste, fraud, and mismanagement.
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) conducts independent program reviews and audits. Weekly management
team meetings provide an opportunity to address control issues. Finance staff conduct pre-payment examinations of
approved payments, as well as oversight reviews of program account obligation and payment details. Finally, the annual
financial audit of the agency provides independent assessments of the adequacy of internal controls. The internal
control plan assigns responsibility within the organization for follow-up action on any deficiencies.
ARC is pleased to report that it received an unmodified opinion from its independent auditor, Allmond & Company LLC,
on the FY 2021 financial statements provided in this Performance and Accountability Report.

MANAGEMENT ASSURANCES
Overall Internal Control
The Appalachian Regional Commission’s management is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal
control and management systems that meet the objectives of the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 1982. The
Commission conducted its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over the effectiveness and efficiency of
operations and compliance with applicable laws and regulations in accordance with OMB Circular A-123, Management’s
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Responsibility for Internal Control. Based on this evaluation, the Commission can provide reasonable assurance that its
internal control over the effectiveness and efficiency of operations and compliance with applicable laws and regulations
as of September 30, 2021, was operating effectively except for one material weakness in internal control over financial
reporting process reported by the auditor.

Internal Control over Financial Reporting
ARC conducted its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, which includes
safeguarding of assets and compliance with applicable laws and regulations, in accordance with OMB circulars A-123,
Management’s Responsibility for Internal Control, and A-136, Financial Reporting Requirements. Based on the results
of this evaluation, ARC can provide reasonable assurance, except for one material weakness reported by the auditor in
our internal controls over preparing financial statements and footnote disclosures, that internal control over financial
reporting as of September 30, 2021, was operating effectively.

Management Follow-Up to Inspector General Recommendations
At the start of the fiscal year, implementation actions were continuing on recommendations made in prior audit reports
and reviews. During FY 2021, the OIG issued 16 reports, including 14 grant audits and a Financial Statement audit.
The dollar value of grants and payments reviewed during FY 2021 was approximately $18.8 million, and results included
$132,558 in unsupported costs. By the end of the fiscal year, management decisions had been made for all but two
reports.
Office of Inspector General reports are available at www.arc.gov/office-of-inspector-general.

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATUS
Part III of this Performance and Accountability Report includes information about the financial status of the
Appalachian Regional Commission. In the unmodified opinion of ARC’s independent auditor, Allmond & Company
LLC, the financial statements included in that section fairly represent, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Commission as of September 30, 2021, and ARC’s net costs, changes in net position, and budgetary resources
for the year ended in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and OMB Circular A-136.
The financial statements taken together include all aspects of ARC, including the Office of the Federal Co-Chair, area
development programs, and administrative/operational activities performed by the Commission.
Assets on September 30, 2021, totaled $578.8 million, versus $521.0 million in FY 2020. The change was due to an
increase in the fund balance with the U.S. Department of the Treasury and Advances and Prepayments. Liabilities
equaled $29.9 million in FY 2021 versus $28.4 million in FY 2020. The increase was due to accounts payable which
primarily included $26.3 million in payments due to grantees. The U.S. Treasury held 91.5% of ARC’s assets. In addition,
4.8%, or $27.7 million, represented Commission grant funds held by intermediary organizations in Appalachia for the
operation of revolving loan funds promoting business development. The federal government retains a residual interest
in the loan funds. Remaining assets are cash and advances to grantees.
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The net position increased from $492.6 million in FY 2020 to $548.9 million. The net cost of operations for FY 2021
totaled $124.0 million, compared with $138.0 million in FY 2020. ARC receives most of its resources from congressional
appropriations, which totaled $180.0 million in FY 2021. In addition, ARC received $2.98 million from the 13 member
states to pay their 50% share of the Commission’s administrative costs. The Statement of Budgetary Resources reported
net outlays of $124.4 million. ARC incurred obligations of $185.2 million in FY 2021 and has an unpaid obligated balance
(net, end of year) of $382.8 million.
The principal financial statements have been prepared to report the financial position and results of operations of the
entity, pursuant to the requirements of 31 U.S.C. 3515 (b). While the statements have been prepared from the books
and records of the entity in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for federal entities and
the formats prescribed by OMB, the statements, in addition to the financial reports, are used to monitor and control
budgetary resources, which are prepared from the same books and records. The statements should be read with the
realization that they are prepared for a component of the U.S. government, a sovereign entity. Notes are attached to the
financial statements to describe and explain important disclosure information about line items in the statements and
related financial policies and programs.

Statement of Assurance
I am pleased to certify with reasonable assurance that, except for one material weakness in our internal
control over preparing financial statements and footnote disclosures reported by the auditor, our agency’s
systems of internal control, taken as a whole, comply with Section 2 of the Federal Managers’ Financial
Integrity Act of 1982. Our agency also is in substantial compliance with applicable federal accounting
standards and the U.S. Standard General Ledger at the transaction level, and with federal financial system
requirements. Accordingly, ARC fully complies with Section 4 of the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act
of 1982, with no material non-conformances.
ARC conducted its assessment of the effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting, which
includes safeguarding of assets and compliance with applicable laws and regulations, in accordance with
the requirements of OMB Circular A-123. ARC has reasonable assurance, except for one material weakness in
our internal control over preparing financial statements and footnote disclosures, that internal controls over
financial reporting as of September 30, 2021, were operating effectively.

Gayle C. Manchin
ARC Federal Co-Chair
January 19, 2022
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PART II: FISCAL YEAR 2021 PERFORMANCE
REPORT
INTRODUCTION
The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (GPRA) requires all federal agencies to submit a report to
Congress on actual program results at the end of each fiscal year. Part II of this report documents the Appalachian
Regional Commission’s (ARC) progress toward fulfilling its mission and goals. Part II of this report presents:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A
 n overview of the Appalachian Regional Commission;

M
 ethodology used to monitor project outcomes in compliance with the GPRA;
A
 RC’s strategic investment goals and action objectives;

P
 erformance targets and initial estimates for FY 2021 and for each of the five prior fiscal years, where applicable;

R
 esults of project verification and program evaluation;
P
 rogress toward the ARC vision; and

C
 umulative progress toward five-year performance targets.

The five strategic investment goals from ARC’s 2016–2020 strategic plan, Investing in Appalachia’s Future, were used to
evaluate performance in FY 2021.

OVERVIEW OF ARC
ARC’s Vision: Appalachia is a region of great opportunity that will achieve socioeconomic parity
with the nation.
ARC’s Mission: Innovate, partner, and invest to build community capacity and strengthen
economic growth in Appalachia.

Organizational Structure
The Appalachian Regional Commission is a regional economic development agency that represents a partnership of
federal, state, and local governments. Established by an act of Congress in 1965, ARC is composed of the governors
of the 13 Appalachian states and a federal co-chair, who is appointed by the president. Local participation is provided
through multi-county local development districts.
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Each year Congress appropriates funds for the Commission’s programs, which ARC allocates among its member
states. At the beginning of their terms in office, Appalachian governors submit development plans for the Appalachian
counties in their states. The Commission votes to approve these plans. The governors also submit annual strategy statements developed from the plans and must select projects for ARC approval and funding based on these statements.

Project Funding
ARC funds approximately 500 projects annually throughout the 13-state Appalachian Region through its Area
Development Program. All projects must address one of the five goals in ARC’s 2016–2020 strategic plan: invest in
entrepreneurial and business development strategies that strengthen Appalachia’s economy; increase the education,
knowledge, skills, and health of residents to work and succeed in Appalachia; invest in critical infrastructure—especially
broadband, transportation, and water/wastewater systems; strengthen Appalachia’s community and economic development potential by leveraging the Region’s natural and cultural heritage assets; and build the capacity and skills
of current and next-generation leaders and organizations to innovate, collaborate, and advance community and
economic development.
In FY 2021, in addition to funding for ARC’s base Area Development Program, the Commission’s appropriation included
funding for the Partnerships for Opportunity and Workforce and Economic Revitalization (POWER) Initiative, a multiagency initiative that targets federal resources to help diversify economies in communities and regions affected
by job losses in the coal mining industry; for support of the automotive and aviation sectors in Southern and South
Central Appalachia; for efforts to support a broadband deployment program in Central Appalachia; and for an initiative
addressing the substance use crisis by creating or expanding recovery ecosystems.
One of the key differences between ARC and typical federal executive agencies and departments is the flexibility given
to the states in determining how their allocated funds will be invested. This flexibility exists within a framework: funds
must be invested in counties designated as part of the Appalachian Region; projects must address one or more of the
Commission’s five strategic investment goals; and a specified amount of the funds allocated to each state can be used
only on projects that benefit counties and areas the Commission has designated as economically distressed.
ARC holds itself and its local, state, and regional partners accountable for setting and achieving performance outcomes
associated with ARC-supported investments. ARC measures the effectiveness of investments by tracking progress on
several performance targets. ARC’s strategic plan sets out annual and five-year outcome targets (see page 86).
In FY 2021, ARC met or exceeded all of its performance outcome targets. Initial estimates were particularly strong
for investments in infrastructure improvements. These investments address the needs of many communities across
Appalachia—especially those hit hard by recent declines in coal-related industries—to diversify their employment base
and build critical infrastructure needed to strengthen the Region’s economy.

FISCAL YEAR 2021 INVESTMENT TARGETS AND INITIAL ESTIMATES
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGETS

INITIAL ESTIMATES

20,000 jobs created or retained

20,624 jobs created or retained

22,000 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

25,102 students, workers, and leaders with improvements

22,000 businesses and households with improved
infrastructure

69,825 businesses and households with improved
infrastructure

2,500 businesses created or strengthened

3,709 businesses created or strengthened

250 communities with enhanced capacity

493 communities with enhanced capacity
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1.1 Strengthen entrepreneurial
ecosystems and support for existing
businesses.

Outcome measure: Number of jobs
created or retained.

1.4 Promote export strategies to
connect startup and established
businesses with external and global
markets.

1.3 Enhance the competitiveness
of the Region’s manufacturers.

Outcome measure: Number of
students, workers, and leaders with
improvements.

2.7 Develop and support
sustainable programs that remove
barriers to participating in the
workforce.

2.6 Use proven public health
practices and establish sustainable
clinical services to address health
conditions that affect the Region’s
economic competitiveness.

2.5 Improve access to affordable,
high-quality health care for workers
and their families.

2.4 Increase local residents’ access
to STEAM and other skills training
on state-of-the-art technology and
processes across all educational
levels.

2.3 Develop and support careerspecific education and skills
training for students and workers,
especially in sectors that are
experiencing growth locally
and regionally and that provide
opportunities for advancement.

2.2 Support programs that provide
basic and soft-skills training to
prepare workers for employment.

Strategic Objectives
2.1 Develop and support
educational programs and
institutions to prepare students for
post-secondary education and the
workforce.

Strategic Objectives

1.2 Support the startup and
growth of businesses, particularly in
targeted sectors.

Invest in critical
infrastructure—especially
broadband; transportation,
including the Appalachian
Development Highway
System; and
water/wastewater systems.

Outcome measure: Number of
businesses and households with
access to improved infrastructure.

3.5 Invest in intermodal
transportation planning and
infrastructure that builds on
the ADHS and maximizes the
Region’s access to domestic and
international markets.

3.4 Complete the Appalachian
Development Highway System
(ADHS) and construct local access
roads to strengthen links between
transportation networks and
economic development.

3.3 Support the construction
and adaptive reuse of businessdevelopment sites and public
facilities to generate economic
growth and revitalize local
economies.

3.2 Ensure that communities have
adequate basic infrastructure
to implement their community
and economic development
objectives.

3.1 Promote the productive
and strategic use of broadband
and other telecommunications
infrastructure to increase
connectivity and strengthen
economic competitiveness.

Strategic Objectives

Infrastructure

Workforce
Increase the education,
knowledge, skills, and
health of residents to work
and succeed in Appalachia.

Invest in entrepreneurial
and business development
strategies that strengthen
Appalachia’s economy.

Critical

Ready

Economic
Opportunities

Investment Goal 3

Investment Goal 2

Investment Goal 1

Outcome measure: Number
of businesses created or
strengthened.

Outcome measure: Number of
communities with enhanced
capacity.

4.5 Develop and support networks,
partnerships, and other models of
collaboration that catalyze public,
private, and nonprofit action for
community impact.

4.4 Support visioning, strategic
planning and implementation, and
resident engagement approaches
to foster increased community
resilience and generate positive
economic impacts.

4.3 Strengthen the capacity of
community organizations and
institutions to articulate and
implement a vision for sustainable,
transformative community change.

4.3 Support strategic investments
in natural and cultural heritage
resources to advance local
economic growth.
4.4 Support preservation and
stewardship of community
character to advance local
economic growth.

4.2 Empower and support
next-generation leaders and
encourage authentic engagement
in local and regional economic
and community development.

4.1 Develop and support robust
inclusive leadership that can
champion and mobilize forwardthinking community improvement.

Strategic Objectives

Build the capacity and
skills of current and
next-generation leaders
and organizations to
innovate, collaborate, and
advance community and
economic development.

Community Capacity

Leadership and

Investment Goal 5

4.2 Preserve and strengthen
existing cultural assets through
strategic investments that advance
local and regional economic
opportunities.

4.1 Preserve and strengthen
existing natural assets in support
of economic opportunities that
generate local and regional
benefits.

Strategic Objectives

Strengthen Appalachia’s
community and economic
development potential
by leveraging the Region’s
natural and cultural
heritage assets.

Cultural Assets

Natural and

Investment Goal 4

STRATEGIC INVESTMENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
Overview of ARC’s Performance Measurement System
ARC’s performance measurement system was designed to accomplish two primary objectives: compliance with the
Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) in measuring the outcomes of ARC projects, and creation of a process
that allowed for both feedback from grantees and analysis of funded projects, in an effort to improve programming.
ARC’s performance measurement system has three components:

•
•
•

Project data collection and analysis,
Verification of outcomes, and
Independent evaluations.

These three components work together to allow GPRA reporting and compliance and to help ARC glean lessons
learned from previously funded grants. By structuring the measurement system in this manner, ARC has made the
GPRA a management tool and a valuable resource in determining program effectiveness.

Performance Estimates: Initial Estimates
Initial estimates presented in this report are outcome estimates gathered from project applications, as reported
by grantees. Critical data from projects submitted to ARC for funding are entered into the Commission’s grants
management information system to facilitate monitoring of projects. Throughout the fiscal year, ARC staff review
performance measurement data to better understand emerging trends, improve data integrity, and shape policy to
improve the ARC program. At the close of each fiscal year, ARC staff review initial estimates and prepare the data for
submission to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Congress.

Project Performance Verification: Intermediate Results
The performance verification process, a critical part of ARC’s GPRA compliance, is designed to confirm project
outcomes after the projects have been completed. In FY 2021, ARC continued an effort to expand the performance
verification process in order to achieve a more comprehensive sample of projects. Under the process, project performance is verified for projects that have been closed for at least two years, in order to capture more accurate data on
performance measures, which can continue to accrue after a project has been completed.

PERFORMANCE
ESTIMATES:
INITIAL ESTIMATES
Collected at project
start, reported
annually
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PROJECT
PERFORMANCE
VALIDATION:
INTERMEDIATE RESULTS

PROGRAM
EVALUATIONS:
FINAL RESULTS

Reported 2 to 3 years
after project close

Reported every
5 to 10 years

performance report
The verification performed by ARC staff yields far more than project outcomes. Grantees are asked a series of questions
aimed at providing insight into why their projects were or were not successful in reaching their stated outcomes.
This feedback allows ARC to better understand the consequences of its programming and make policy or procedural
changes as the need arises.
In situations where a project failed to meet proposed goals, ARC staff consider mitigating circumstances and look for
possible trends in an effort to assist other projects faced with similar challenges. Likewise, when a project has exceeded
proposed goals, ARC staff attempt to determine why. Analyses from the verification activities are shared with ARC staff.

Program Evaluations: Final Results
Independent, external evaluation of ARC initiatives and sub-programs is a critical component of ARC’s GPRA compliance. Evaluations confirm both the outcomes and the overall effectiveness of projects. Evaluations focus on the extent
to which the projects have achieved, or contributed to the attainment of, their objectives. Particular emphasis is placed
on assessing the utility and validity of the outcome measures. The findings of these project evaluations are summarized
and made available to state and local organizations engaged in carrying out projects under the five general goals in
ARC’s strategic plan and are published on ARC’s website. Summaries of recent evaluations are included in this report
under each strategic investment goal area.
This report presents outcome targets and initial estimates for each of ARC’s five strategic investment goals, as well as
overall targets for leveraged private investment, matching project funds, and funds directed to distressed counties or
areas. In addition, performance verification results and program evaluation results are reported under the appropriate
goal area.

Annual Performance Targets and Measures
Each fiscal year, ARC submits to the OMB annual performance targets for projects to be funded in coming years, as
required in the budget submission process. In determining these targets, ARC develops likely investment scenarios for
the 13 Appalachian states, anticipating how each state will direct ARC funds in addressing the five strategic investment
goals. The scenarios are based on state development plans, strategy statements, historical trends, and communication
with the states. ARC uses these scenarios to project results; however, the states have flexibility in spending decisions,
although all projects are reviewed and approved by the federal co-chair and must pursue one of ARC’s five strategic
investment goals. The states’ spending flexibility is a critical element of the ARC federal-state partnership but poses
challenges in setting performance targets. Each state’s priorities may shift from year to year, occasionally producing
unanticipated results.
To address reporting requirements, ARC reports initial estimates toward reaching performance targets as stated in
the strategic plan. Although the projects funded by ARC each year generate many more measures than those reported
for GPRA compliance, the measures reported relate uniquely to ARC’s five strategic investment goals (see table on
page 27).
It is important to note that some outcome measures cut across goal areas. To simplify the reporting of these measures,
initial estimates for each performance target are totaled and reported under the strategic investment goal that most
closely aligns with the outcome measure. For example, one of ARC’s outcome measures is jobs created or retained. ARC
measures initial estimates for jobs created or retained by projects funded under all of the strategic goals. For clarity,
this outcome measure is discussed, and initial estimates from all strategic investment goal areas are reported, under
Strategic Investment Goal 1, “Economic Opportunities: Invest in entrepreneurial and business development strategies
that strengthen Appalachia’s economy.”
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Outcome Measures
Strategic Investment Goal One: Economic Opportunities. The following outcome measures are presented in Goal 1:
The number of jobs created and the number of jobs retained.

•

“Jobs created” refers to the number of direct hires (excluding construction) that will result from an ARC project.
(Measured during the project period and up to three years after the project end date.)

• “Jobs retained” refers to the number of jobs that would have been lost or relocated in the absence of the ARC project.
These two measures are combined and reported together as “jobs created or retained.”

Strategic Investment Goal Two: Ready Workforce. The following outcome measures are presented in Goal 2: The
number of students with improvements, the number of workers/trainees with improvements, and the number of
leaders with improvements.

•

“Students with improvements” refers to the number of students who, as a result of an ARC-funded project, either
obtain a job in the field for which they were trained; receive a diploma, certificate, or other career credential; or
successfully complete a course or unit of study and/or graduate to the next grade level necessary to continue their
education. (Measured during the project period and up to three years beyond the project end date.)

• “Workers/trainees with improvements” refers to the number of workers or trainees who, as a result of an ARC-funded
project, develop improved skills that enable them to obtain employment or enhance their current employment.
Enhancements include higher pay, a better position, or a certification. (Measured during the project period and up to
three years beyond the project end date.)

• “Leaders with improvements” refers to the number of participants in leadership programs who, as a result of an
ARC-funded project, develop improved leadership skills as defined by the project. (Measured during the project
period and up to three years beyond the project end date.)
These three measures are combined and reported together as “students, workers, and leaders improved.”

Strategic Investment Goal Three: Critical Infrastructure. The following outcome measures are presented in Goal 3: The
number of residential (“household”) and non-residential (“business”) customers with new or improved infrastructure.

•

“Businesses served” refers to the number of non-residential customers with connections to new infrastructure
services—such as water, sewer, natural gas, or telecommunications service—or non-residential customers with
improvements in existing infrastructure services.

• “Households served” refers to the number of residential customers with connections to new infrastructure services—
such as water, sewer, natural gas, or telecommunications service—or residential customers with improvements in
existing infrastructure services.
These two measures are combined and reported together as “businesses and households with improved
infrastructure.”
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Strategic Investment Goal Four: Natural and Cultural Assets. The following outcome measures are presented in Goal
4: The number of businesses created and the number of businesses strengthened.

•

“Businesses created” refers to the number of new businesses created as a result of an ARC project. This measure
is used for business development projects such as entrepreneurship training, value-added agriculture, access to
capital, and business incubation programs (including seed accelerators).

•

“Businesses strengthened” refers to the number of businesses with a measurable improvement as a result of an ARC
project. This measure is used for business development and improvement projects, such as business technical assistance, market expansion, tourism development, and value-added agriculture.

These two measures are combined and recorded together as “businesses created or strengthened.”

Strategic Investment Goal Five: Leadership and Community Capacity. The following outcome measure is presented
in Goal 5: The number of communities with enhanced capacity.

•

“Communities with enhanced capacity” refers to the number of communities that have improved ability to address
critical community issues as a result of an ARC project. This measure is used for projects that address planning, civic
participation, and community capacity.

This measure is reported as “communities with enhanced capacity.”

Leverage, Matching, and Distressed Counties Measures
Leverage Measure: The ratio of leveraged private investment (LPI) to ARC investment for all area development grants.
LPI refers to the dollar amount of private-sector financial commitments (non-project funds) that result from an ARC
project. (Measured during the project period and up to three years after the project end date.)

Matching Measure: The ratio of non-ARC to ARC project investment for all area development grants. This measure helps
illustrate the impact ARC’s flexible grants can have in the Appalachian Region.

Distressed Counties/Areas Measure: The percentage of total ARC funds invested in projects that benefit distressed
counties or areas. Project funds are included if the project primarily or substantially benefits distressed counties or
areas.
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STRATEGIC INVESTMENT GOAL 1

Economic Opportunities
Invest in entrepreneurial and business
development strategies that strengthen
Appalachia’s economy.

Over the past 50 years, ARC investments, coupled with significant leveraged investments from public- and privatesector partners, have helped improve economic outcomes across the Region. However, work remains to bring the
Appalachian Region to economic parity with the rest of the country. Creating opportunities for local ventures by
supporting entrepreneurial and business development in existing and emerging sectors can help communities
transform their economies. To achieve the greatest impact, ARC’s investments in entrepreneurial development
will create and strengthen the ecosystems that provide broad-based support for business development, especially
in economically distressed counties and areas. Investments will also support business development targeted
to sectors that connect and build on local and regional assets, have growth potential, and offer better-quality
jobs for the Region’s workers. ARC’s investments can also encourage renewed innovation and competitiveness
in manufacturing, a regional economic mainstay. ARC’s aim is to support businesses that provide products and
services to meet growing national and international demand. ARC will advance all of these efforts in close partnership with federal agencies, the private sector, and regional and national philanthropies.

Action Objectives
1.1 Strengthen entrepreneurial ecosystems and support for existing businesses.
1.2 Support the startup and growth of businesses, particularly in targeted sectors.
1.3 Enhance the competitiveness of the Region’s manufacturers.
1.4 Promote export strategies to connect startups and established businesses with external and global markets.

Performance Targets and Initial Estimates
Strategic Investment Goal 1 is aligned with the performance measure “jobs created or retained.”

Outcome Measures
ARC’s strategic plan describes the major outcome measures for Strategic Investment Goal 1 as the number of
jobs created or retained, the number of businesses created or strengthened, and the amount of leveraged private
investment. Because Strategic Investment Goal 1 is most closely aligned with the performance measure “jobs
created and retained,” initial estimates and verification results for jobs created or retained under all strategic
investment goals are reported under this goal. Initial estimates and verification results for businesses created or
strengthened are reported under Strategic Goal 4. The initial estimates for leveraged private investment under all
strategic investment goals are reported on page 45.
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Outcome Target and Initial Estimates
JOBS CREATED OR RETAINED IN FISCAL YEAR 2021
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATE

FY 2021: 20,000 jobs created or retained

FY 2021: 20,624 jobs created or retained

FY 2021: Expected to exceed target by 3%.
JOBS CREATED OR RETAINED IN FISCAL YEARS 2016–2020
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGETS

INITIAL ESTIMATES

FY 2016: 20,000 jobs created or retained

FY 2016: 18,702 jobs created or retained

FY 2017: 20,000 jobs created or retained

FY 2017: 21,341 jobs created or retained

FY 2018: 20,000 jobs created or retained

FY 2018: 26,662 jobs created or retained

FY 2019: 20,000 jobs created or retained

FY 2019: 17,282 jobs created or retained

FY 2020: 20,000 jobs created or retained

FY 2020: 26,319 jobs created or retained

Project Verification Sampling
In FY 2021, members of ARC’s verification team surveyed five projects completed in FY 2016 through FY 2018 that
had targets for jobs created or retained to compare estimated and actual results.

Number of Projects
Surveyed

Projected Number of
Jobs Created or
Retained

Actual Number of
Jobs Created or
Retained

Results
Achieved

5

284

271

95%

As shown above, the projects surveyed achieved 95% of projected results for jobs created or retained.

Project Evaluation: Final Results
POWER Monitoring and Evaluation
In September 2021, ARC issued the report POWER Initiative Evaluation: The POWER of Change, prepared by
Chamberlin Dunn. This report summarized findings and recommendations from the third phase of an ongoing
formative evaluation of the POWER Initiative. POWER (Partnerships for Opportunities and Workforce and
Economic Revitalization) is a congressionally funded initiative that targets federal resources to help communities
affected by job losses in coal mining, coal power plant operations, and coal-related supply chain industries due to
the changing economics of America’s energy production. POWER grants are organized into four broad development categories: workforce development, broadband and telecommunications, entrepreneurship, and business
cluster development.
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The 2021 evaluation highlighted stories of change experienced by individuals, organizations, and regions as a
result of POWER grants; short-term impacts of closed grants; and ongoing monitoring of the evolving impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic. The evaluation found that, while the impacts of closed POWER grants are still maturing,
many collective output and outcome goals have already been exceeded: participants, students, workers/trainees,
and patients served; jobs retained; businesses created; and increased export sales revenue.
In FY 2022, Chamberlin Dunn will continue to monitor the POWER initiative, with a focus on medium- to long-term
impacts of closed grants.

Job Creation and Retention
In September 2015, ARC issued the report Program Evaluation of the Appalachian Regional Commission’s Job
Creation and Retention Projects, prepared by HDR, Inc., with Jack Faucett Associates, Inc. The report evaluated
286 job creation and retention projects funded between FY 2004 and FY 2010, with a total of $42.5 million in
ARC investment. Using data from ARC’s grants management database, as well as 15 in-depth case studies and
an extensive survey of grantees, the study evaluated the economic development impact of these projects on
Appalachian businesses, households, and participants. The study also outlined key findings and common themes
and provided recommendations for enhancing future programs focused on job creation. Survey responses from
123 grantees, whose projects received a total of $20 million in ARC funding, showed that the projects created or
retained more than 237,000 jobs, and contributed to the creation of 776 businesses and the retention of 3,427
businesses in the Appalachian Region. In addition, the funding for these 123 projects leveraged $422.7 million in
private non-project investments. Survey respondents also reported that project outcomes often exceeded the
initial performance targets.

Entrepreneurship
In April 2008, ARC issued the report Creating an Entrepreneurial Appalachian Region: Findings and Lessons from
an Evaluation of the ARC’s Entrepreneurship Initiative 1997–2005, prepared by the Rural Policy Research Institute
(RUPRI), the RUPRI Center for Rural Entrepreneurship, EntreWorks Consulting, and RTI International. The report
evaluated ARC’s Entrepreneurship Initiative (EI), which invested $43 million during that time span in projects to
stimulate and support entrepreneurship across Appalachia. The evaluation included development of a metrics
framework; analysis of data from ARC’s grants management database, including project outcomes; four site visits;
and interviews with stakeholders, economic development experts, and project grantees. The study found that
the EI projects created 9,156 jobs, retained 3,022 jobs, created 1,787 new businesses, and provided services to 8,242
existing businesses, and were projected to leverage $109.9 million in private investment. Interviewees reported
that EI projects raised the profile of entrepreneurship within the Appalachian Region, provided start-up funding
for innovative projects, leveraged additional resources that allowed projects to achieve scale and impact, and facilitated networking and collaboration among practitioners.
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STRATEGIC INVESTMENT GOAL 2

Ready Workforce

Increase the education, knowledge, skills, and
health of residents to work and succeed in
Appalachia.
A healthy, skilled, and ready workforce is a building block for a more prosperous Appalachian Region. Education,
particularly postsecondary education, is a key component of the business and entrepreneurial ecosystem and
often a primary economic driver. Investments by ARC and its partners aim to connect education, workforce,
and business interests in a seamless system that prepares the Region’s young people to succeed in existing and
emerging sectors and creates opportunities for workers transitioning to new employment. These efforts must
begin with strong educational programming and institutions, and ensure that all students have the basic skills,
as well as the soft skills, needed for productive employment or entrepreneurship. Emphasis will be placed on
providing education and training matched to the Region’s current sectors and jobs, while increasing access to
advanced skills training for the jobs of the future. The health status of Appalachia’s residents is also closely tied
to the Region’s economic health. A healthy community has increased prospects for business development, civic
entrepreneurship, and quality of life. ARC will leverage its resources and partner with other public, private, and
nonprofit organizations to advocate for and address—through evidence-based and innovative practices—the
challenges posed by poor health conditions, inefficient healthcare infrastructure, and other health barriers that
keep residents from being active and productive workers.

Action Objectives
2.1 Develop and support educational programs and institutions to prepare students for postsecondary education and
the workforce.
2.2 Support programs that provide basic and soft-skills training to prepare workers for employment.
2.3 Develop and support career-specific education and skills training for students and workers, especially in sectors that
are experiencing growth locally and regionally and that provide opportunities for advancement.
2.4 Increase local residents’ access to science, technology, engineering, arts, and math (STEAM) and other skills
training on state-of-the-art technology and processes across all educational levels.
2.5 Improve access to affordable, high-quality health care for workers and their families.
2.6 Use proven public health practices and establish sustainable clinical services to address health conditions that
affect the Region’s economic competitiveness.
2.7 Develop and support sustainable programs that remove barriers to participating in the workforce.

Performance Targets and Initial Estimates
Strategic Investment Goal 2 is aligned with the performance measure “students, workers, and leaders with
improvements.”
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Outcome Measures
ARC’s strategic plan describes the major outcome measure for Strategic Investment Goal 2 as the number of
students, workers, and leaders with improvements, so initial estimates and verification results for this measure
under all strategic investment goals are reported under Goal 2.

Outcome Target and Initial Estimates
STUDENTS, WORKERS, AND LEADERS WITH IMPROVEMENTS IN FISCAL YEAR 2021
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATE*

FY 2021: 22,000 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2021: 25,102 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

*Excludes projects that provided computers or computer equipment that will benefit large numbers of students.

FY 2021: Expected to exceed target by 14%. Outcome results typically fluctuate over the years as the states’
investment priorities vary.

STUDENTS, WORKERS, AND LEADERS WITH IMPROVEMENTS IN FISCAL YEARS 2016–2020
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGETS

INITIAL ESTIMATES*

FY 2016: 22,000 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2016: 46,513 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2017: 22,000 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2017: 30,263 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2018: 22,000 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2018: 34,135 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2019: 22,000 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2019: 51,204 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2020: 22,000 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

FY 2020: 20,792 students, workers, and leaders with
improvements

*Excludes projects that provided computers or computer equipment that will benefit large numbers of students.

Project Verification Sampling
In FY 2021, members of ARC’s verification team surveyed six projects completed in FY 2016 through FY 2018 that
had targets for students/trainees with improvements to compare estimated and actual results.

Projected Number of
Number of Projects
Students/Trainees with
Surveyed
Improvements
6

323

Actual Number of
Students/Trainees with
Improvements

Results
Achieved

311

96%

As shown above, the projects surveyed achieved 96% of projected results for students/trainees with improvements.
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Project Evaluation: Final Results
Health
In August 2015, ARC issued the report Program Evaluation of the Appalachian Regional Commission’s Health
Projects, 2004–2010, prepared by the Community and Economic Development Initiative of Kentucky at the
University of Kentucky. The report evaluated health projects funded by ARC between FY 2004 and FY 2010. During
this period, ARC invested $30.9 million in 202 health projects. The evaluation analyzed data from ARC’s grants
management database, administered an online survey to project grantees, and conducted in-depth case studies
of 13 projects. The study found that the health projects had met their goals of serving 359,860 patients, 131,464
non-clinical participants, 7,118 students, and 5,056 workers/trainees; and that ARC funding had helped attract
additional government or philanthropic funding. In addition, more than 95% of survey respondents said that
without ARC funding their project would have been cancelled, downsized, or delayed by more than a year. The
projects contributed to a number of outcomes, including workforce training, health-care provision, public health
promotion, and public policy development. Analysis of data from ARC’s grants management database showed
that on average, ARC’s health projects have made a substantial impact on participants and patients.

Education and Workforce Development
In December 2012, ARC issued the report Evaluation of the Appalachian Regional Commission’s Education
and Workforce Development Projects: 2000–2008, prepared by the Westat Corporation, the Nick J. Rahall II
Appalachian Transportation Institute, and the Economic Development Research Group. The report evaluated 386
education and workforce development projects funded by ARC between 2000 and 2008, with a total of $65 million
in ARC investment. The evaluation included analysis of data from ARC’s grants management database, grantee
interviews, 15 in-depth case studies, and an extensive survey of project grantees. Survey responses showed that
these projects had served more students and worker/trainees than projected (141,037, compared with 77,606) and
substantially more students and workers/trainees were improved than originally projected (41,481, compared with
27,502). Among the students served by ARC projects, benefits included increased vocational and technical skills,
enrollment in a college or postsecondary program, achievement of basic or academic skills in a specific subject,
and achievement of a postsecondary degree, credential, or certification. Among workers/trainees served by ARC
projects, benefits included improved skills in a new area—including vocational and technical skills—and basic or
academic skills.
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STRATEGIC INVESTMENT GOAL 3

Critical Infrastructure

Invest in critical infrastructure—especially broadband; transportation, including the Appalachian
Development Highway System; and water/wastewater systems.
ARC investments in infrastructure have helped reduce the Region’s isolation, spur economic activity, and improve
public health and safety. To compete in the global economy, Appalachia must continue to develop and improve
the infrastructure necessary for economic development, including broadband and telecommunications; basic
infrastructure, such as water and wastewater systems; diversified energy; housing; and transportation, including
the Appalachian Development Highway System (ADHS). ARC will also support investments in multi-modal transportation systems that strengthen connections to regional, national, and global markets. ARC infrastructure
investments will address local community needs as well as strategic, innovative approaches to economic development. ARC will provide leadership in helping communities develop long-term plans for effective development and
deployment of the infrastructure needed to support economic competitiveness and quality of life. To create the
greatest impact, ARC will leverage resources and bring together government agencies and the private sector to
build the critical infrastructure needed to strengthen the Region’s economy.

Action Objectives
3.1 Promote the productive and strategic use of broadband and other telecommunications infrastructure to increase
connectivity and strengthen economic competitiveness.
3.2 Ensure that communities have adequate basic infrastructure to implement their community and economic development objectives.
3.3 Support the construction and adaptive reuse of business-development sites and public facilities to generate
economic growth and revitalize local economies.
3.4 Complete the Appalachian Development Highway System (ADHS) and construct local access roads to strengthen
links between transportation networks and economic development.
3.5 Invest in intermodal transportation planning and infrastructure that builds on the ADHS and maximizes the Region’s
access to domestic and international markets.

Performance Target and Initial Estimate
Strategic Investment Goal 3 is aligned with the performance measure “businesses and households with access to
improved infrastructure.”

Outcome Measure
ARC’s strategic plan describes the major outcome measure for Strategic Investment Goal 3 as the number of
businesses and households with access to improved infrastructure, so initial estimates and verification results for
this measure under all strategic investment goals are reported under Goal 3.
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Outcome Target and Initial Estimates
BUSINESSES AND HOUSEHOLDS SERVED IN FISCAL YEAR 2021
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATE*

FY 2021: 22,000 businesses and households served

FY 2021: 69,825 businesses and households served

*Initial estimate does not include households served by ARC-funded water storage tank construction.

FY 2021: Expected to exceed target by 217%. In FY 2021, states chose to fund more infrastructure projects than in
previous years. In addition to the result above, ARC funded water-storage projects in FY 2021 that expect to serve a
total of 10,707 additional businesses and households.

BUSINESSES AND HOUSEHOLDS SERVED IN FISCAL YEARS 2016–2020
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGETS

INITIAL ESTIMATES*

FY 2016: 22,000 businesses and households served

FY 2016: 22,293 businesses and households served

FY 2017: 22,000 businesses and households served

FY 2017: 46,465 businesses and households served

FY 2018: 22,000 businesses and households served

FY 2018: 31,378 businesses and households served

FY 2019: 22,000 businesses and households served

FY 2019: 81,295 businesses and households served**

FY 2020 22,000 businesses and households served

FY 2020: 68,191 businesses and households served

*Initial estimates do not include households served by ARC-funded water storage tank construction and improvement projects with large service areas.
**FY 2019 number adjusted from published total to accommodate one project that was changed from an FY 2019 to FY 2020 project due to delays.

Project Verification Sampling
In FY 2021, members of ARC’s verification team surveyed six projects completed in FY 2016 through FY 2018 that had
targets for businesses and households served to compare estimated and actual results. Verification is for businesses
and households served with infrastructure projects.

Number of Projects
Surveyed

Projected Number of
Businesses and
Households Served

Actual Number of
Businesses and
Households Served

Results
Achieved

6

1,612

2,196

136%

As shown above, the projects surveyed achieved 136% of projected results for businesses and households served with
infrastructure.

Project Evaluation: Final Results
Drinking Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Projects
In May 2020, ARC issued the report Evaluation of the Appalachian Regional Commission’s Drinking Water and
Wastewater Infrastructure Projects: FY 2009–FY 2016, prepared by the University of North Carolina Environmental
Finance Center and Virginia Tech. ARC’s water and wastewater infrastructure projects include new water and/
or wastewater systems that serve residential, commercial, or industrial properties, or some combination thereof;
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rehabilitation to existing water and/or wastewater systems; and the construction or rehabilitation of water storage
tanks. The report evaluated 379 drinking water and wastewater projects funded by ARC between FY 2009 and FY
2016, with more than $115 million in ARC investments. Water and wastewater projects funded by ARC during that time
directly benefited more than 294,100 households and at least 17,410 businesses. These projects also led to the creation
of 11,668 jobs and the retention of 22,179 jobs. The evaluation also found that communities value the drinking water and
wastewater projects, as evidenced by high demand, their key role in project completion, and how they serve to attract
and actively leverage additional public and private sector funding. Findings showed the grant portfolio successfully
targeted the neediest locations, led to significant improvements in local economic conditions, and met or surpassed
locally determined performance goals.

Economic Analysis Study of the Appalachian Development Highway System (ADHS)
In July 2017, ARC published the report Economic Analysis of Completing the Appalachian Development Highway
System led by Economic Development Research Group, which analyzed the effect of ADHS development on economic
growth in Appalachia and quantified the future economic benefits and costs of completing the system. The study
applies a mix of data and modeling efforts to measure passenger and freight traffic, the costs of corridor completion,
time savings, and other user benefits of the ADHS, and the broader economic development and trade impacts of the
ADHS. The main purpose of the study was to estimate the economic benefits and costs of system and corridor completion to inform stakeholders as they work on funding and constructing the final segments of the ADHS. The study’s key
findings include the following:
1)

Increased economic activity associated with the ADHS system has helped create or support more than 168,000
jobs across the 13 Appalachian states, with nearly $7.3 billion of added worker income annually;

2)

ADHS investments made between 1965 and 2015 generated more than $19.6 billion per year of added business
sales in Appalachia, representing over $9 billion of added gross regional product;

3)

The ADHS saves 231 million hours of travel time annually with 20% of car vehicle hours saved and 31% of freight truck
vehicle hours saved associated with trips with at least one end located outside the Appalachian states; and

4)

As of 2015, the value of transportation cost savings and productivity gains associated with the ADHS amounts to $10.7
billion annually. Informant interviews were conducted to complete case studies of major corridors and multimodal
facilities located on or near corridors to show the connection with intermodal transportation.

Telecommunications and Technology
In November 2015, ARC issued the report Program Evaluation of the Appalachian Regional Commission’s
Telecommunications and Technology Projects: FY 2004–FY 2010, prepared by RTI International and independent
consultants. The report evaluated 322 telecommunications and technology projects ARC had funded between FY
2004 and FY 2010, with $41 million in ARC investments. The evaluation employed a variety of techniques to conduct
the research, including a literature review, a survey of project grantees, and case studies of 18 projects that highlighted
elements that helped foster project success. The study found that the ARC projects improved 41,000 households;
served over 5,000 businesses; created 2,800 jobs; leveraged over $10 million in private investment; and served 286,000
patients, 152,000 students, and 22,500 workers. The study found that ARC projects expanded the capacities of technology-assisted teachers in the Appalachian Region, increased capacity of local institutions to deliver better services, and
bolstered economic vitality.
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STRATEGIC INVESTMENT GOAL 4

Natural and Cultural
Assets

Strengthen Appalachia’s community and economic
development potential by leveraging the Region’s
natural and cultural heritage assets.
Appalachia’s natural and cultural heritage assets are significant building blocks for a more prosperous future. They
contribute to a sense of identity for Appalachians and provide the basis for sustainable, place-based economic
development in many current and emerging sectors. Investments in natural and cultural assets can catalyze
other economic development activities in the Region, including the growth of entrepreneurial ventures and
high-tech companies, and create an environment that helps attract and retain workers. ARC has an opportunity
to promote community and regional planning that takes a long-term view of local assets and emphasizes the
balanced use of those assets to generate sustainable economic benefits for local communities. ARC will work with
partners to leverage the productive use of these assets in support of existing and emerging economic opportunities throughout the Region. The restoration and development of natural and cultural assets has the potential to
become a critical economic driver, particularly in economically distressed counties and areas.

Action Objectives
4.1 Preserve and strengthen existing natural assets in support of economic opportunities that generate local and
regional benefits.
4.2. Preserve and strengthen existing cultural assets through strategic investments that advance local and
regional economic opportunities.
4.3 Support strategic investments in natural and cultural heritage resources to advance local economic growth.
4.4. Support preservation and stewardship of community character to advance local economic growth.

Performance Targets and Initial Estimates
Strategic Investment Goal 4 is aligned with the performance measure “businesses created or strengthened.”

Outcome Measures
ARC’s strategic plan describes the major outcome measures for Strategic Investment Goal 4 as the number of
businesses created or strengthened and the number of communities with enhanced capacity. Because Goal
4 is most closely aligned with the performance target “businesses created or strengthened,” initial estimates
and verification results for new or strengthened businesses for projects under all strategic investment goals are
reported under this goal. Initial estimates and verification results for communities with enhanced capacity are
reported under Goal 5.
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Outcome Target and Initial Estimates
BUSINESSES CREATED OR STRENGTHENED IN FISCAL YEAR 2021
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATE

FY 2021: 2,500 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2021: 3,709 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2021: Expected to exceed target by 48%. The large numbers are due in part to the priorities of the POWER
program as well as the choice of states to fund more projects with these measures.

BUSINESSES CREATED OR STRENGTHENED IN FISCAL YEARS 2016–2020
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATE

FY 2016: 2,500 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2016: 4,757 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2017: 2,500 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2017: 4,474 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2018: 2,500 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2018: 2,500 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2019: 2,500 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2019: 4,678 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2020: 2,500 businesses created or strengthened

FY 2020: 3,361 businesses created or strengthened

Project Verification Sampling
In FY 2021, members of ARC’s verification team surveyed 11 projects completed in FY 2016 through FY 2018 that had
targets for businesses created or strengthened to compare estimated and actual results.

Number of Projects
Surveyed

Projected Number of
Businesses Created
or Strengthened

Actual Number of
Businesses Created
or Strengthened

Results
Achieved

11

3,297

3,991

121%

As shown above, the projects surveyed achieved 121% of projected results for businesses created or strengthened.

Project Evaluation: Final Results
Tourism, Cultural Heritage, and Natural-Asset-Related Projects
In September 2010, ARC issued the report Program Evaluation of ARC’s Tourism, Cultural Heritage, and NaturalAsset-Related Projects, prepared by Regional Technology Strategies with Mt. Auburn Associates and Appalachian
State University. The report evaluated a portfolio of 132 ARC tourism, cultural heritage, and natural-asset-related
projects, with a total of $10.8 million in ARC funding. The study used surveys, interviews, and statistical analysis. The
study showed that ARC’s investment in the tourism projects generated 2,588 jobs, with a new job created for every
$4,161 of ARC funding, and that a new business was created for every $23,139 in ARC funding. In addition, every
$.40 invested by ARC in the projects reviewed generated $1.00 in leveraged private investment. Survey responses
indicated that the greatest economic impact came from three main outputs: business assets/revenues, public
assets/revenues, and employment.
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STRATEGIC INVESTMENT GOAL 5

Leadership and Community
Capacity

Build the capacity and skills of current and next-generation
leaders and organizations to innovate, collaborate, and
advance community and economic development.
Community economic development is, at its core, an exercise in effective leadership. The future of the Appalachian
Region depends on both the current and the next generation of leaders. Investing in leadership development
programs and activities and providing access to the resources community leaders need to understand their
economic opportunities and the root causes of the challenges they face will help create stronger communities in
Appalachia. To achieve the greatest impact, ARC investments in leadership and community capacity building will
aim to help communities create a common vision for local development and develop and execute an action plan
for achieving that vision. The plans will be based on model practices in engaging residents in the visioning and
implementation processes and will promote effective collaboration and partnerships across geographic and other
boundaries. The development plans that emerge will provide a guide for future investments—from ARC and local,
state, federal, and other partners—to capture new economic opportunities and create positive community change.

Action Objectives
5.1 Develop and support robust inclusive leadership that can champion and mobilize forward-thinking community improvement.
5.2. Empower and support next-generation leaders and encourage authentic engagement in local and regional
economic and community development.
5.3 Strengthen the capacity of community organizations and institutions to articulate and implement a vision for
sustainable, transformative community change.
5.4 Support visioning, strategic planning and implementation, and resident engagement approaches to foster
increased community resilience and generate positive economic impacts.
5.5 Develop and support networks, partnerships, and other models of collaboration that catalyze public, private,
and nonprofit action for community impact.

Performance Targets and Initial Estimates
Strategic Investment Goal 5 is aligned with the performance measure “communities with enhanced capacity.”

Outcome Measures
ARC’s strategic plan describes the major outcome measures for Strategic Investment Goal 5 as the number of
leaders strengthened and the number of communities with enhanced capacity. Initial estimates and verification
results for communities with enhanced capacity are reported under this goal. Initial estimates and verification
results for leaders strengthened are reported under Goal 2, with students and workers.
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Outcome Target and Initial Estimates
COMMUNITIES WITH ENHANCED CAPACITY IN FISCAL YEAR 2021
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATE

FY 2021: 250 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2021: 493 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2021: Expected to exceed target by 97%. This is due in part to priorities established for the POWER Initiative.
COMMUNITIES WITH ENHANCED CAPACITY IN FISCAL YEAR 2016–2020
ANNUAL OUTCOME TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATE

FY 2016: 250 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2016: 357 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2017: 250 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2017: 510 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2018: 250 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2018: 562 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2019: 250 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2019: 647 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2020: 250 communities with enhanced capacity

FY 2020: 335 communities with enhanced capacity

Project Verification Sampling
In FY 2021, members of ARC’s verification team surveyed 10 projects completed in FY 2016 through FY 2018 that
had targets for communities with enhanced capacity to compare estimated and actual results.

Number of Projects
Surveyed

Projected Number
of Communities with
Enhanced Capacity

Actual Number of
Communities with
Enhanced Capacity

Results
Achieved

10

78

99

127%

As shown above, the projects surveyed achieved 127% of projected results for communities with enhanced
capacity.

Project Evaluation: Final Results
Community Capacity Building
In March 2019, ARC issued the report Evaluation of the Appalachian Regional Commission’s Leadership and
Community Capacity Projects FY 2008–FY 2015, prepared by the Westat Corporation. The evaluation encompassed
152 projects representing $14.4 million in investments, and included a wide range of project types, including leadership programs, community and organizational capacity-building projects, downtown revitalization efforts, network
and partnership-building projects, strategic planning, and technical assistance. The purpose was to determine the
extent to which this set of projects has succeeded in attaining its economic development objectives. Through a
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mix of surveys, site visits, and phone interviews, evaluation results suggested that most projects met or exceeded
their own goals, underscoring the effectiveness of their efforts. Projects met or exceeded expected outcomes for
the following measures: number of communities improved (91% of grantees using this measure reported meeting
or exceeding expected outcomes); number of organizations improved (89% of grantees using this measure
reported meeting or exceeding expected outcomes); number of programs implemented (82% of grantees using
this measure reported meeting or exceeding expected outcomes); and number of participants improved (78%
of grantees using this measure reported meeting or exceeding expected outcomes). Additionally, the report
highlights the sustainability of this set of projects, as survey findings indicate that many of the projects surveyed
have continued to operate beyond the Commission-supported grant period, and for nearly half of projects for
which a survey was completed, respondents reported expanding their efforts. Finally, the projects highlight the
benefit accruing to distressed counties and rural or underserved communities.

PERFORMANCE TARGETS FOR LEVERAGE, MATCHING,
AND DISTRESSED COUNTIES/AREAS
Leverage Target
The leverage performance target for ARC investments is a ratio of leveraged private investments (LPI) to ARC
investments. LPI is the dollar amount of private-sector financial commitments (non-project funds) that result from
an ARC project, measured during the project period and up to three years after the project end date.

LEVERAGED PRIVATE INVESTMENT RATIO IN FISCAL YEAR 2021
ANNUAL TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATES

FY 2021: 6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment to
ARC investment

FY 2021: 6:1 ratio

FY 2021: Expected to exceed target by 7%. Every dollar of ARC funding is estimated to attract $6.39 of leveraged
private investment (non-project funds). Outcome results typically fluctuate over the years as the states’ investment
priorities vary.

LEVERAGED PRIVATE INVESTMENT RATIO
IN FISCAL YEARS 2016–2020
ANNUAL TARGET

INITIAL ESTIMATES

FY 2016: 6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment to ARC investment

FY 2016: 3:1 ratio

FY 2017: 6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment to ARC investment

FY 2017: 5:1 ratio

FY 2018: 6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment to ARC investment

FY 2018: 12:1 ratio

FY 2019: 6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment to ARC investment

FY 2019: 3:1 ratio

FY 2020: 6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment to ARC investment

FY 2020: 5:1 ratio
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Matching Target
The matching performance target for ARC investments is a ratio of non-ARC project funds to ARC funds. The ratio
illustrates the impact ARC’s relatively small, flexible investments can have in the Appalachian Region. Matching
funds include only non-ARC sources of project funds, including federal, state, local, nonprofit, and private project
funding.

MATCHING PROJECT FUNDS RATIO IN FISCAL YEAR 2021
ANNUAL TARGET

RESULT

FY 2021: 2:1 ratio of matching funds to ARC investment

FY 2021: 2:1 ratio*

*Ratios are rounded to the nearest whole number.

FY 2021: Met 87% of target. Every dollar of ARC funding attracted $1.75 in matching project funds.

MATCHING PROJECT FUNDS RATIO
IN FISCAL YEARS 2016–2020
ANNUAL TARGET

RESULTS*

FY 2016: 2:1 ratio of matching funds to
ARC investment

FY 2016: 2:1 ratio

FY 2017: 2:1 ratio of matching funds to
ARC investment

FY 2017: 1:1 ratio

FY 2018: 2:1 ratio of matching funds to
ARC investment

FY 2018: 2:1 ratio

FY 2019: 2:1 ratio of matching funds to
ARC investment

FY 2019: 1:1 ratio

FY 2020: 2:1 ratio of matching funds to
ARC investment

FY 2020: 2:1 ratio

*Ratios are rounded to the nearest whole number.
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Distressed Counties/Areas Target
The distressed counties/areas target for ARC investments is the percentage of total ARC funds directed to projects
that benefit distressed counties or areas. Project funds are included if the project primarily or substantially benefits
distressed counties or areas.

PERCENTAGE OF FUNDS TO DISTRESSED COUNTIES/AREAS IN FISCAL YEAR 2021*
ANNUAL TARGET

RESULT

FY 2021: Direct 50% of ARC funds to distressed
counties or areas

FY 2021: 70% of funds

*Project funds are included if the project primarily or substantially benefits distressed counties or areas.

FY 2021: Exceeded target by 20 percentage points. ARC continues to encourage directing investment to
distressed counties and areas.

PERCENTAGE OF FUNDS TO DISTRESSED COUNTIES/AREAS IN FISCAL YEARS 2016–2020
ANNUAL TARGETS

RESULTS

FY 2016: Direct 50% of ARC funds to distressed
counties or areas

FY 2016: 79% of funds

FY 2017: Direct 50% of ARC funds to distressed
counties or areas

FY 2017: 73% of funds

FY 2018: Direct 50% of ARC funds to distressed
counties or areas

FY 2018: 64% of funds

FY 2019: Direct 50% of ARC funds to distressed
counties or areas

FY 2019: 70% of funds

FY 2020: Direct 50% of ARC funds to distressed
counties or areas

FY 2020: 72% of funds

*Project funds are included if the project primarily or substantially benefits distressed counties or areas.
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SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS
PERFORMANCE TARGETS AND INITIAL ESTIMATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021 PROJECTS
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE TARGETS

INITIAL ESTIMATES

EXPECTED
RESULTS

Outcome Targets
20,000 jobs created or retained

20,624 jobs created or retained

Exceed target by 3%

22,000 students, workers, and leaders with improvements

25,102 students, workers, and leaders
with improvements

Exceed target by 14%

22,000 businesses and households with access to improved
infrastructure

69,825 businesses and households with
access to improved infrastructure

Exceed target by 217%

2,500 businesses created or strengthened

3,709 businesses created or
strengthened

Exceed target by 48%

250 communities with enhanced capacity

493 communities with enhanced
capacity

Exceed target by 97%

6:1 ratio*
($6.39 per $1 ARC investment)

Exceed target by 7%

2:1 ratio*
($1.75 per $1 ARC investment)

Meet 87% of target

70% of funds**

Exceed target by 20
percentage points

Leverage Target
Achieve a 6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment to ARC
funds ($6 per $1 ARC investment)

Matching Target
Achieve a 2:1 ratio of matching funds to ARC funds
($2 per $1 ARC investment)

Distressed Counties/Areas Target
Direct 50% of ARC funds to benefit distressed counties or
areas

*Ratios are rounded to the nearest whole number.
**Project funds are included if the project primarily or substantially benefits distressed counties or areas.
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Investment Summary for FY 2021 Projects
LEVERAGE, MATCHING, AND DISTRESSED COUNTIES/AREAS SUMMARY
$ 1,044,315,000

6:1 ratio of leveraged private investment
to ARC investment

Non-ARC matching project funds

$285,418,179

2:1 ratio of non-ARC project investment
to ARC project investment

ARC project funds targeted to
distressed counties or areas

$ 113,769,154*

70% of total ARC project funds directed
to projects that benefit distressed
counties or areas

Leveraged private investment

*Project funds are included if the project primarily or substantially benefits distressed counties or areas.

Funding and Leveraged Private Investment
for All ARC Projects in Fiscal Year 2021
1,100,000,000
1,000,000,000

$1,044,315,000

900,000,000
800,000,000
700,000,000
600,000,000
ARC Project Funds

500,000,000
400,000,000

Non-ARC Project Funds
(Public and Other)

$285,418,179

300,000,000

Leveraged Private
Investment

200,000,000
100,000,000
$0

$163,366,942
Project Funds

Non-Project Funds:
Leveraged Private
Investment
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MEASURING PROGRESS TOWARD THE ARC VISION
ARC’s overall vision is that Appalachia is a region of great opportunity that will achieve socioeconomic parity with
the nation. One way to measure the Region’s progress toward this vision is to compare the economic status of
Appalachian counties with all counties nationwide.
In order to provide a single unified measure of regional progress and economic change, ARC developed an index
to track improvement over time. Drawing on the three variables ARC uses annually to determine the economic
status of the Region’s counties, staff developed a national composite index of distress. The three variables (threeyear annual unemployment, per-capita market income, and decennial poverty rates) are applied to each county
in the nation and compared with national averages. The resulting values are summed, averaged, and ranked to
create four quartiles with an approximately equal number of counties in each group.
Using this index, ARC can compute annually the number of Appalachian counties in each quartile, as well as an
overall regional index value. This can be directly compared with the national index value to measure progress. In
addition, progress can be clearly measured by reductions in the number of Appalachian counties in the economically weakest quartile. As the figure below shows, the Region continues to have a disproportionately high number
of counties with underperforming economies and a smaller share of counties with strong economies, compared
with the nation.
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Progress Toward ARC Strategic Plan Performance Goals, Fiscal Years 2016–2021
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PART III: FISCAL YEAR 2021 FINANCIAL
REPORT

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The executive director of the Appalachian Regional Commission is appointed by the federal co-chair and
the governors of the 13 member states to be the chief executive officer of the organization, a responsibility
that includes financial management. ARC recognizes its responsibility to demonstrate to the American
public that it exercises proper stewardship of the public resources entrusted to it. The financial statements
in this Performance and Accountability Report fairly present the financial position of ARC.
I am very pleased to report that Allmond & Company LLC, the independent auditor of ARC’s financial statements for 2021, has rendered an unmodified opinion about the adequacy of the statements. Our auditors
reported a material weakness in our internal control over preparing financial statements and footnote
disclosures, which is being addressed. The independent audit was performed in cooperation with the Office
of Inspector General (OIG).
The Commission maintains clearly written financial management guidelines governing accounts,
payments, procurement, administration, and travel policy. The guidelines are provided to all staff and are
reviewed at least annually and are amended to reflect changes in policy or revised procedures resulting
from tests of internal controls.
On behalf of the entire Commission, I pledge a continued commitment to promptly address all financial management issues that need further attention and to maintain the strengths the Commission has
achieved.

Brandon McBride
Executive Director
Appalachian Regional Commission
January 19, 2022
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REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY STEWARDSHIP INFORMATION
Stewardship Investments
Stewardship investments are substantial investments that are made by the federal government for the benefit of
the nation but are not physical assets owned by the federal government. Such investments are measured in terms of
expenses incurred for non-federal physical property, human capital, and research and development. ARC invests in
non-federal physical property, human capital, and research and development through its Area Development Program,
which funds projects that support the goals and objectives set forth in the Commission’s strategic plan.

ARC Investment in Non-Federal Physical Property
Non-federal physical property investments are expenses included in net cost of operations for the purchase,
construction, or major renovation of physical property owned by state and local governments. In FY 2021, ARC’s
investment in non-federal physical property included grants for water and wastewater system construction and
improvements; broadband expansion; utilities installation; and access road construction.

ARC Investment in Non-Federal Physical Property
Fiscal Year 2017
Fiscal Year 2018
Fiscal Year 2019
Fiscal Year 2020
Fiscal Year 2021

$32,100,717
$36,962,756
$41,085,774
$69,186,941
$51,443,262

ARC Investment in Human Capital
Human capital investments are expenses included in net cost of operations for education and training programs that
are intended to increase or maintain national economic productive capacity and that produce outputs and outcomes
that provide evidence of maintaining or increasing national productive capacity. ARC’s investments in human capital
in FY 2021 included grants for education and job training programs in areas including workforce training, vocational
education, dropout prevention, math and science, substance use disorder response, and health.

ARC Investment in Human Capital
Fiscal Year 2017
Fiscal Year 2018
Fiscal Year 2019
Fiscal Year 2020
Fiscal Year 2021

84

$21,077,501
$29,925,465
$31,671,742
$26,406,576
$27,207,627
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ARC Investment in Research and Development
Research and development investments are expenses included in net cost of operations that support the search for
new or refined knowledge and ideas and for the application or use of such knowledge and ideas with the expectation
of maintaining or increasing national economic productive capacity or yielding other future benefits. In FY 2021, ARC
invested in applied research through the following projects:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ARC’s new five-year strategic plan;
monitoring and evaluating the impact of ARC’s POWER investments;
evaluation of ARC’s grant performance measurement system;
evaluaion of ARC’s GIS and data-management practices;
examination of the tourism industry in Appalachia;
examination of mortality from diseases of despair in Appalachia;
analysis of coal production and employment trends;
analysis of available datasets for substance use treatment centers;
coal industry ecosystem study update; and
data overview study examining state- and county- level data for the 13 Appalachian states.

ARC Investment in Research and Development
Fiscal Year 2017
Fiscal Year 2018
Fiscal Year 2019
Fiscal Year 2020
Fiscal Year 2021

$588,310
$633,418
$616,790
$913,063
$864,705
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ARC PERFORMANCE TARGETS AND RESULTS, 2016-2021
Targets are based on level annual appropriations of $70 million.

Businesses created and/or strengthened
Job created and/or retained
Ratio of leveraged private investment
Students, workers, and leaders improved
Communities with enhanced capacity
Businesses and households with access
to improved infrastructure

Annual
Performance
Target

6-Year
Performance
Target

6-Year
Expected
Results

2,500

15,000

23,479

20,000

120,000

130,930

6 to 1

6 to 1

6 to 1
($5.65 per $1 ARC)

22,000

132,000

208,009

250

1,500

2,904

22,000

132,000

319,447

IMPROPER PAYMENTS
Improper Payments Information Act of 2002, as Amended
The Improper Payments Information Act (IPIA), as amended, and OMB implementing guidance, OMB Circular A-123,
Appendix C, Requirements for Effective Measurement and Remediation of Improper Payments, require agencies to
review all programs and activities they administer to identify those susceptible to significant improper payments. OMB
defines significant improper payments as gross annual improper payments (i.e., the total amount of overpayments
plus underpayments) in a program exceeding (1) both 2.5% of program outlays and $10 million of all program or activity
payments made during the fiscal year reported, or (2) $100 million, regardless of the improper payment percentage
of total program outlays. ARC’s top-down approach for assessing the risk of significant improper payments allows the
reporting of results by its one mission-aligned program—Area Development.
In accordance with the IPIA, as amended, and OMB implementing guidance, ARC assessed its program and activities
for susceptibility to significant improper payments. Based on the results of the risk assessment for the period ended
September 30, 2021, the Commission concluded that the program was not susceptible to significant improper
payments.
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT AND
MANAGEMENT ASSURANCES
The following tables provide a summarized report on ARC’s financial statement audit and its management assurances. For more details, see the auditor’s report on pages 55–83 and ARC’s management assurances on pages 22–23.

Summary of Financial Statement Audit
Audit Opinion: Unmodified
Restatement: No

Material Weaknesses

Beginning
Balance

New

Resolved

Consolidated

Ending
Balance

0

1

0

0

1

Total Material Weaknesses

Summary of Management Assurances
Effectiveness of Internal Control over Financial Reporting—Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 1982
(FMFIA, Section 2)
Statement of Assurance: Modified

Material Weaknesses

Beginning
Balance

New

Resolved

Consolidated

Ending
Balance

0

1

0

0

1

Total Material Weaknesses

ARC cleared the conditions that gave rise to the material weakness identified by the auditor. Our FY 2021
financial statements and Notes to the financial statements are free of material misclassifications.
Effectiveness of Internal Control over Operations—FMFIA 2
Statement of Assurance: Unmodified

Material Weaknesses

Beginning
Balance

New

Resolved

Consolidated

Ending
Balance

0

0

0

0

0

Total Material Weaknesses

Conformance with Financial Management System Requirements–FMFIA 4
Statement of Assurance: Systems conform with financial management system requirements

Non-Conformance

Beginning
Balance

New

Resolved

Consolidated

Ending
Balance

0

0

0

0

0

Total Non-Conformance

Compliance with Federal Management Improvement Act

Agency

Auditor

Overall Substantial Compliance
1. System Requirements

No noncompliance noted

2. Federal Accounting Standards

No noncompliance noted

3. U
 nited States Standard General Ledger at Transaction Level No noncompliance noted

Grants Oversight and New Efficiency Act Requirements
In FY 2021, ARC had no federal grant or cooperative agreement awards and balances for which closeout had
not occurred but for which the period of performance had elapsed by more than two years.

Category

2-3 Years

>3-5 Years

>5 Years

Number of Grants/Cooperative Agreements with Zero Dollar Balances

0

0

0

Number of Grants/Cooperative Agreements with Undisbursed Balances

0

0

0

Total Amount of Undisbursed Balances

0

0

0
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Authorization to reproduce this report in whole or in part is granted.
While permission to reprint this publication is not necessary, the citation should
be as follows: Appalachian Regional Commission, Appalachian Regional Commission
Performance and Accountability Report, Fiscal Year 2021. Washington, D.C.,
March 2022.
This report is available on ARC’s website at www.arc.gov.
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